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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift

Correlations between high momentum particles in proton-proton

collisions at high energies

I) In de door Carlson en Suaya uitgevoerde berekeningen van de

werkzame doorsnede voor ¥ produktie in proton-proton botsingen

via het electromagnetisch verval van de x deeltjes wordt ten

onrechte een vertakkingsverhouding iKx+Y+y) v a n IOO£ gebruikt.

De berekende werkzame doorsnede is derhalve een factor 6 te groot,

C E . Carlson en R. Suaya, Phys. Rev. D18 (1978) 760

C. Bricman et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 52, No 2, (1980)

II) De voorspelling van Gotsmann en Nussinov dat de totale werkzame

doorsnede voor proton-antiproton annihilatie asymptotisch

constant zal zijn is in tegenspraak met het QCD model van

Afek et al. en met de Pomeranchuk relatie. Een meting van het

verschil tussen de totale werkzame doorsnede voor proton-proton

en antiproton-proton verstrooing bij ISR energieën is daarom

van belang.

E. Gotsman en S. Nussinov, Phys. Rev. D22 (1980) 624

Y. Afek et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 45 (1980) 85

I. Pomeranchuk, JETP 34(7) (1958) 499

S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 124 (1961) 2049

III) De door J.J. Aubert et al. aangetoonde bandstructuur in de

invariante massaverdelingen van inklusief geproduceerde paren van

hadronen is een reflectie van de één-deeltjes productie spectra.

Deze conclusie zou voor de hand gelegen hebben indien de experi-

mentatoren de meetgegevens behalve als werkzame doorsnede ook

als correlatieverhouding gegeven hadden.

J.J. Aubert et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 35 (1975) 639

M. Chaichain en R. Hagedorn, CERN TH 2098 (1975)



IV) De relatieve trend van de proton momentum verdelingen in hoge

energie proton-proton botsingen, indien een coincidentie wordt

geëist met een positief of negatief pion met grote transversale

impuls, is te begrijpen door de productie van de Ai232 resonantie

in aanmerking te nemen.

D. Hanna et al., Phys. Rev, Lett.46 (1981) 398

V) De meetgegevens betreffende deeltjesproduktie in het proton

fragmentatiegebied in diffraktieve proton-proton botsingen geven

geen aanleiding om deeltjesproduktie in het proton fragmentatie-

gebied in diffraktieve botsingen anders te beschrijven dan in

inklusieve botsingen.

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 5

K.P. Das en R.C. Hwa, Phys. Lett. 68B (1977) 459

L. Van Hove, Invited talk, Singapore conference, CERN TH 2580 (1978)

VI) Uit een vergelijking van de radiele impuls verdelingen en de

gemiddelde multipliciteit van geladen deeltjes, geproduceerd in

proton-proton en electron-positron botsingen, concluderen Basile et al.

dat waarschijnlijk het produktiemechanisme hetzelfde is. Deze conclusie

is aanvechtbaar.

M. Basile et al., Phys. Lett. 92B (1980) 367

M. Basile et al., Phys. Lett. 95B (1980) 311

VII) De door Rafelski en Hagedorn voorgestelde methode ter waarneming van

het quark-gluon plasma in zware ionen botsingen bij zeer hoge energie,

door de produktie van deeltjes opgebouwd uit tenminste één zwaar quark,

wordt bemoeilijkt door het feit dat de werkzame doorsnede voor de
•'•ïproduktie van deze deeltjes in proton-proton botsingen relatief hoog i|

is en toeneemt met energie. &

J. Rafelski en R. Hagedorn, CERN TH 2969, (1980) ;!

H.M.Georgi et al., Harvard university preprint, HÜTP-78/AOOO8 (1978) f



VIII) Een positieve korrelatieverhouding voor tegengesteld geladen

pion en kaon paren, zoals beschreven op paginas 88 en 93 van

dit proefschrift, zou veroorzaakt kunnen worden door de

centrale produktie van zeer zware massas.

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 5

IX) De voorbereiding van publikaties op natuurkundig gebied kan

efficient geschieden met behulp van een textverwerkend

programma, De resulterende publikatie zou goedkoper en

sneller, dan wat momenteel gebruikelijk is, kunnen verschijnen

indien de text zowel in afgedrukte als in digitale vorm aan de

uitgever aangeboden zou kunnen worden.

I

G.J. Bobbink

11 juni 1980
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PREFACE

The data presented in this thesis have been obtained in an experiment
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Research (CERN). Preparation for the experiment began in 1976 and the
equipment was installed in the ISR tunnel during the summer of 1978. The data
acquisition started in november 1978 and continued until december 1979. First
results have been submitted to the 1979 EPS conference on high-energy physics
in Geneva and a paper based on part of the data discussed in this thesis has
appeared in Physical Review Letters in January 1980.
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the many useful suggestions and ideas throughout the experiment. The many
stimulating discussions with Prof. Dr. M.M. Block and Dr. Ir. F.C. Erné have
been of invaluable importance in completing this work. I would also like to
thank Dr. M.A. van Driel and the mechanical workshop of the University of
Utrecht for their skilful work in the construction of the drift chambers used in
this experiment.

The manuscript of this thesis was prepared with the program SCRIPT,
running on the CERN IBM computers. i

Finally I would like to thank my parents, who offered me the opportunity to I
study and my wife Hilde for her continuous support. ;
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1, MOTIVATION OF THE EXPERIMENT

U Introduction

The subject of this thesis is the description of an experiment performed at the
CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) on the two-particle process:

P l+p2-»h,+h2+X. (1.1)

In the experiment, two high-momentum protons (p, and p2), moving in roughly
opposite directions, are made to collide nearly head-on. In the collision a number
of secondary particles are produced, two of which (h, and h2) are recorded in
detectors placed at small polar angles with respect to the directions of the
incident protons. The remaining particles produced in the collision (summarized
by the symbol X) are not detected. The particles h. are identified mesons
(n+, n~, K+, K~) or baryons (p, A), emitted with relatively large longitudinal
momentum and small transverse momentum with respect to the direction of the
incident proton p { .

In the context of the quark-parton model [1] (with which we assume the
reader is familiar), fast particles may be thought of as the carriers of all or part
of the valence quark content of the protons in the initial state [2], [3]. For
example, if the particles h. are n+ (=ud) mesons, their momentum distribution
may be expected to resemble the momentum distribution of one of the valence
up-quarks (u) in the proton, suitably corrected for the effect of binding into a
quark-antiquark pair. Experiments carried out on the process

p . + p ^ h j + X (h,=7T+, iC, K+) (1.2) \

have shown [4] that the momentum spectrum of particle h, can indeed be
understood in terms of the proton valence-quark distribution: there appears to ,
be consistency between the quark momentum distributions derived from i[
processes of the type (1.2) and those found in hard scattering processes , •
involving both leptons and protons in the initial and/or final states. \

Experiments of the type (1.2), although useful for the study of the quark j
content of the proton, are nevertheless limited in the sense that they provide little ?]
information about the mechanism of exchange responsible for the strong J
interaction between the colliding protons. Such information can be obtained '|
somewhat more readily from data on two-particle final states in which a large |
fraction of the momentum of each incident proton is given off to the ]
corresponding final-state particle h. [5]. 1



The purpose of this experiment is then to investigate to what extent the
distributions in longitudinal momentum of the particles h, and h2 in (1.1) are
correlated, and thereby to elucidate, in particular, the role of the gluon as the
agent through which protons interact in processes involving pure hadronic final
states. Gluons (for a recent review see [6]) are the massless, spin 1, electrically
neutral, coloured, flavourless particles postulated in quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) as the entities responsible for the binding of quarks into hadronic bound
states.

The result of the experiment to be reported on here, will be that the
momentum distributions of the fragments h, and hz are essentially uncorrelated.
Within the context of the quark-parton model to be discussed, this result is
consistent with gluon exchange as the dominant mechanism through which the
protons interact.

1.2 Inclusive and exclusive experiments

With the advent of high-energy accelerators and colliders it has become
increasingly difficult to study exclusive processes in which all the particles in the
final state are identified and measured. The majority of collisions are inelastic
and result in a number of particles whose average rises logarithmically with the
available energy. It has been pointed out by Feynman [7] that, with increasing
energy, the fields associated with the incident particles must radiate an increasing
number of field quanta, i.e. secondary particles, in a manner analogous to
bremsstrahlung. In an exclusive reaction, in which a small number of particles
are required in the final state, this radiation is bound not to occur, a condition
which becomes the more difficult to satisfy the higher the energy becomes. In
inclusive reactions, on the other hand, in which one or two particular particles
are detected and no restriction is imposed on the production of other
secondaries, one may anticipate that the probability for any one of the
second-iries to carry a given fraction of the available energy will approach a
constant as the energy increases. This property, called scaling, has been
confirmed in numerous experiments to be a general characteristic of one-particle
inclusive processes of the type (1.2). The experiment to be discussed here
provides evidence that two-particle inclusive processes (1.1) also have this
property. That is, the distribution of fractional momenta of either of the particles
h. in (1.2) is found to be independent of the total energy.

A corollary of the notion of scaling is the increase of the average multiplicity
of produced particles with increasing energy. If x is the fractional energy of an
emitted secondary and its spectrum is bremsstrahlung-like, i.e. the number of
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secondaries is proportional to dx/x, then the average multiplicity of the
secondaries increases logarithmically with the available energy. This, too, has
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production at high energy, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, where the average charged
multiplicity is plotted versus the available energy for a variety of reactions [8]:
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U Characteristics of inclusive one-particle production inpp collisions

A wealth of data is available on inclusive particle production (a+b -»
c+anything) in all-hadronic processes at high energy. There are data for different
incident particles a=n + , n~, K+, K~, p,..., different produced particles
C=TE+, n~, K+, K~, p, p, 7t°, K°, A, A,..., and different ranges in angle and
momentum. These data show many regularities, but there is no way of
calculating them from a fundamental theory. On the other hand, the description
of these regularities through a set of "rules" calls for a definite point of view,
since their interpretation is necessarily somewhat ambiguous and the elegance of
their categorization is subjective. In the following we shall use the quark-parton
model [1] as a guide for understanding a subset of these data, i.e. particles
produced in pp collisions at ISR energies.

The invariant differential cross-section for the inclusive production of
single-particles in collisions between unpolarized incident protons is a function of
three variables: s, the square of the total energy of the collision in the
centre-of-mass system (c.m.s.); and pL and p T , the longitudinal and transverse
momentum, respectively, of the detected particle c in the c.m.s.. For energies and
momenta that are large compared to the rest masses of the particles, the relative
longitudinal momentum x is related to pL by x=p L /p L m a x «p L /p m a x

»J2pL/^/s=xF, where pmax is the maximum momentum the secondary can
attain kinematically, and xF is the Feynman scaling variable. Furthermore, the
quantities pL and pT are related to the rapidity y through the relation
y=0.51n{(E+pL)/(E-pu)} with E=> / (p 2+m I )= v

/ (pL
2+pT

2+m 2 ) the total energy
of the secondary with mass m. A large range in y corresponds to a small range
in x around x » 0 , and a Lorentz transformation of the frame of reference
corresponds to a translation y'=y+constant of the rapidity variable y.

The main features of proton-proton collisions in the ISR energy range are the
following:

a) The total cross-section is approximately 40 mb and rises slowly with
increasing s. The contribution of elastic scattering to the total cross-section
is approximately 7 mb, that of quasi-elastic scattering approximately 8 mb,
and that of inelastic processes about 25 mb.

b) Quasi-elastic scattering, or diffraction dissociation, is characterized by the
fact that one of the incident protons remains intact and emerges from the

collision with nearly the full momentum while the other has been excited and ,

has subsequently decayed in a multiparticle system X. J

c) Elastic, quasi-elastic, and inelastic processes all show a rapid exponential f
decrease with increasing p T . Figure 1.2 shows characteristic distributions. !
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Fig. 12: Invariant cross-section at fixed xF=0.16 as function ofpr The
Unes represent exponential fits. Figure taken from A. Bertin et al. [91.

In general the pT dependence can be fitted (but not always perfectly) by an
exp(-bpT) form up to pT « 1 GeV/c. The slope parameter b depends on the
process, on the particle produced, on x F , but only slightly on the c.m.s.
energy s.

d) For pT > 1 GeV/c, the pT dependence. of the inelastic cross-section is no
longer exponential in shape but follows a power-law characteristic for the
onset of scattering between the constituents of the incident protons. A recent
review of large pT processes can be found elsewhere [10].

e) If particle c has fractional momentum x>0.1 it may be considered to be a
"fragment" of the incident proton moving in the same direction. In this
region of phase space (small p T , x>0.1, the fragmentation region) the
invariant cross-section a.my is a function of x and p T , independent of s and
of the type of particle moving in the opposite direction. For sufficiently high
x (x>0.3, say) the x dependence is approximately of the form ( l -x ) n , with n
depending on the type of particle produced (see Fig. 1.3). The power n is in
reasonable agreement with the predictions of the "quark counting rules" to
be discussed later. A recent review can be found elsewhere [11].

0 In the "central region", i.e. x<0.1 the particle production cross-section is of
the form «dx/x, the characteristic dependence of bremsstrahlung-like
radiation, as mentioned above. Consequently da/dy tends to a constant,
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Antiporticle to particle ratios versus x

0.8

Fig. 1,5: The ratio of the invariant cross-section for antiparticle and
particle production versus xF in high-energy pp collisions. Data taken
from several ISR experiments 113] at different energies with pT values
between 0.2 and 0.7 GeV/c. The lines, of the form a(l-x)b, are drawn to
guide the eye.

independent of y. This results in a central region rapidity plateau, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The invariant cross-section in the central region does
not scale, but appears to rise with increasing s.

g) In the central region, about equal numbers of particles and antiparticles are
produced, whilst in the fragmentation region there is a preference for
particles over antiparticles. Figure 1.5 shows the ratio R of antiparticles to
particles for pions, kaons, and A°'s as a function of x. The ratio is about
one at x=0 and then decreases with increasing x. For protons and
antiprotons, also shown in Fig. 1.5, the ratio is about 0.5 at x=0
presumably due to the fact that approximately half of these protons are I



leading protons, i.e. incident protons which have been slowed down to

nearly zero velocity during the collision. In the quark-parton model these

features can be understood by noting that in the fragmentation region the

particles are produced by the combination of valence and sea quarks, whilst

in the central region particle-antiparticle pairs are produced by electrically

neutral quark-antiquark pairs (or electrically neutral gluons creating

quark-antiquark pairs). ;

1.4 Characteristics of inclusive two-particle production inpp collisions

Two-particle inclusive distributions are most conveniently expressed in terms

of the ratio of the inclusive two-particle density to the corresponding one-particle

densities:

<712(p+p->h,+h2+X)

The correlation ratio R is a function of x,, x2, p T , p T , s, and the relative
azimuthal angle <p—(Pi~<pr If R = l then the two-particle inclusive production is
trivially described in terms of the one-particle distributions. However, owing to
the conservation of energy and momentum, there should exist correlations in
some parts of the phase space.

Fig. 1.6: Fitted contours of constant value of the correlation ratio R-l at

102 and 400 GeV/c in a) and b) respectively. Figure taken Jrom

Bromberg et al. [14].



In the central region with both x, and x2 near zero and small pT values, R is
normally displayed as a function of the rapidity variables y,, y2. Figure i.6
shows a contour plot of R-l for p+p-»7tc +7t<: +X (nc=n+, n~) at two energies.
A clear ridge is seen that extends along the main diagonal, showing the presence
of short-range correlations. The correlation ratio R is found to be essentially a
function of y,~y2. as expected from the rapidity plateau in single-particle
production. At large rapidity differences, the production is seen to be
predominantly uncorrelated.

Very strong correlations, however, are seen for higher pT values of the
produced particles. In Fig. 1.7 the correlation ratio R for identified hadron pairs
is plotted versus the pseudo mass m'=pT +pT for p-Be interactions at several
energies [IS].

no

10 •

• 4 0 0 G«V
• 3 0 0 GaV

200 GeV

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
m' (GeV)

Fig. 1.7: The correlation ratio R versus pseudo mass m' for h*h~ pairs
inp-Be collisions. Figure taken from Jostlein et al. [IS].

In diffraction dissociation, strong correlations are observed between the
high-momentum proton in one hemisphere and the narrow jet of low-p T particles
emitted in the other hemisphere in the direction opposite to the proton. Once
these events are recognized as arising from the process p+p-»p+X, the
correlation follows naturally from the constraints of energy and momentum
conservation. For a final-state proton of relative longitudinal momentum x, the
mass of the jet is M2«s.(l-x), its centre of gravity moves with a rapidity
y= -In (>/s/M), and its width in rapidity is equal to In (M2), and corresponds to
a jet cone angle of typically a few degrees for masses less than 5 GeV. An
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7.5; Typical inclusive inelastic proton distribution (upper part) and
associated pseudorapidity distribution (lower part). Figure taken from
Albrow et al. 116].

example of the diffractive proton spectrum and its associated correlations [16] is
shown in Fig. 1.8. It should be noted that the kinematic features characterizing
diffractive jets can only be exhibited in experiments in which the proton
momentum is determined with a resolution better than 0.5%.

1.5 Quarks and Gluons

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is a theory of quarks interacting with
gluons. Indications of the existence of quarks come mainly from three areas of
investigation: hadron spectroscopy, including in particular the spectroscopy
involving the c-quark; deep inelastic scattering in which leptons appear to interact
with point-like fermions of fractional charge; and the study of jets in e+e~
collisions, which suggests that the hadronic final state is derived from spin 1/2
parent particles. All this evidence is highly indirect. Indeed, free quarks have
never been seen. However, this is not a decisive argument against quarks. The
situation could be similar, for example, to that of magnetism: splitting an iron
magnet will give two new magnets rather than a separate north, and south pole.
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Embedding quarks into a quantum field theory implies the existence of
massless vector particles, the gluons, which bind the quarks together, in a way
that is similar to the exchange of massless vector photons in quantum
electrodynamics (QED). The major differences between QCD and QED are that
the binding between quarks increases with their distance, giving rise to the
confinement of the quarks, and that gluons carry colour (the equivalent of
charge in QED) whereas photons are electrically neutral.

In lowest order, quarks and gluons interact through the vertices shown in
Fig. 1.9, with probabilities which vary with the fractional momentum z as P(z)
[18]. The effective coupling constant of QCD depends' on the momentum
transfer squared Q2 and has the form:

I2n
a(Q2) ,

(33-2Nf)ln(Q7A2)

where Nf is the number of quark flavours and A a parameter that cannot be
calculated from the theory.

Fig. 1.9: QCD vertices. Figure taken from SehgalfW.

Possible indications of the existence of gluons come from a variety of
experimental observations:
a) Deep inelastic electron scattering experiments revealed that if the total

momentum represented by the quarks, each with its characteristic
distribution, is calculated, one arrives at only about 50% of the nucleon
momentum. Figure 2.10 shows recent data obtained in neutrino-induced
reactions of the total fractional momenta and of the average fractional
momenta carried by the constituents q, q, and g in the nucleon [measured in
the combination F2(x)=q+q and F2(x)-xF,(x)=2q] as a functon of Q2. It
appears that irrespective of Q2, which can be taken as a measure for the
penetrative power of the collision, the gluons account for about 50% of the
total momentum.
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5 » S JO

Fig. I JO: a) Q2 dependence of momentum fractions, and b) average

<JC>. Figure taken from de Groot et al. 121}.

b) Recent measurements on the scattering of electrons [19], muons [20], and
neutrinos [21] on nucleons have revealed that the structure functions in
terms of which these processes are described do not only depend on the
Bjorken variable x, but also on Q2. Figure 1.11 shows the structure function
F2 obtained in electron, muon, and neutrino-nucleon scattering versus Qz at
fixed values of x. As Q2 increases F2 tends to increase for small values of x,
while for x>0.25 F2 decreases. This decrease follows from the manner in
which a s(Q2) varies with Q2 and is consistent with the view that at low Q2

the virtual photon (in electron,muon scattering) or the virtual boson (in
neutrino scattering) sees the quark surrounded by a cloud of gluons as one
entity with fractional momentum x. As Q2 is raised and smaller distances
are probed, it will see the bare quark with a momentum less than x, since
the radiated gluon has carried away some of the quark's original
momentum. The low x portion of F2 is therefore increased at the expense of
the high x portion

c) The annihilation e+e~ into hadrons shows a clear two-jet structure. In
particular the angular distribution of the jet axis is consistent with a
l+cos 2 ^) distribution as expected for the production e+e~->qq-»hadrons (a
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Fig. LU: The structure function F2 versus Q1 at several fixed values of
x. Figure taken front Reya [22].

review can be found for example in [23]). At the highest energies available
statistically significant deviations from the rotational symmetry around the
jet axis are found. The particles produced in these events have the tendency
to lie in a plane and are therefore difficult to interpret in a two-jet picture.
On the other hand, planar events with a three jet structure are expected if
one of the produced quarks radiates a gluon (gluon bremsstrahlung). The
available data on planar events are consistent with the process e+e~-»qqg,
where each of the produced constituents shows up as a jet of hadrons. This 3

•M



is illustrated in Fig. 1.12 by the experimental planarity distribution of the

JADE collaboration [24].

Planarity distribution

2 ? ? , 306»»

0.1 02 03 01

Plonority I a? - li,)

Fig. 1.12: The planarity distribution in éyé~-*hadrons at high energy

compared with a two-jet and a three-jet model. Figure taken from the

JADE collaboration 1241

d) The data on the decay of the T(9.46), interpreted as a 3S, bound state
between the b and the b quarks, can not be explained by a two-jet or a
phase-space model. The experimental data from the PLUTO collaboration is
in good agreement with a three giuon decay model [25]. The dominant
decay of the T(9.46) is into three giuons since the decay into one gluon is
forbidden by colour conservation and the decay into two giuons by charge
conjugation.
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2. APPARATUS

2.1 The CERN Intersecting Storage Rings

The Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) are a facility of the European
Organization for Nuclear Research (C6RN) located near Geneva, Switzerland.
They came into operation in 1971 and provide proton-proton collisions with the
highest c.m.s. energies currently available.

Intersection region H .

Ring)
INTERSECTING

STORAGE
RINGS

Fig. 2.1: Layout of the ISR and PS at CERN.

The ISR consist of two nearly circular storage rings of about 300 m in
diameter (see Fig. 2.1), located in a tunnel some 15 m underground. Bunches of
protons accelerated in the CERN Proton Synchroton (PS) are transported via
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one of the transfer tunnels Tl or T2 and injected into an injection orbit located
on the inner side of the vacuum chamber. After injection, the RF system of the
ring accelerates the bunches slightly in order to move them towards the centre of
the vacuum chamber where they are added to thfi already stacked beam. The RF
system is then switched off and the bunch structure gets lost. Once the bunches
have become a continuous beam of protons^ insensitive to the RF system, the
procedure is repeated until all the available phase space is filled. It takes one to
two hours to stack into both rings two "ribbon"-like beams of «6«IO14 protons
with a width of 40 to 60 mm, an effective height of 4 to 5 mm, a momentum byte
of «3%, and with currents between 25 A and 35 A. These beams are normally
kept circulating for a period of about 60 hours. The momentum byte Ap of the
beam is related to the beam width Ay by Ap=p*Aya . The compaction factor
a is determined by the geometry of the machine: ap=4.35-10~4 ram"1. The
I F system of the ISR is also used to accelerate the beams from 26.6 GeV/c up
to 31.4 GeV/c, i.e. beyond the maximum momentum that can be attained with
the PS. Normal ISR operation is with protons, but deuterons, alpha particles,
and antiprotons have also been stored.

Fig. 2.2: The horizontal overlap of the two ISR beams.

The stored beams circulate in opposite directions and collide at each of the
eight intersection regions where the rings cross horizontally at an angle 0=14.8°.
The horizontal region of overlap between the two beams has a diamond shape,
approximately 40 cm long and 5 cm wide, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.2.
These collisions have a c.m.s. energy ys of approximately 2E, where E is the
energy of the beam particles. This should be compared with the c.m.s. energy
Vs=\/2mtE obtained when a beam of particles with energy E collides with a
stationary target of particles with mass m(. Thus colliding proton beams of
31.4/31.4 GeV/c correspond in c.m.s. energy to a 2050 GeV/c proton beam
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Ffe. 2.5: TAe kinematical configuration of the reaction pp-*TTn~X with
the two high-momentum pions emitted in opposite c.m.s. hemispheres; aj
at the ISR, and b) at a fixed-target machine. The numbers indicate the
particle momenta in GeV/c.

impinging on a stationary target.
The fact that the c.m.s. is nearly at rest in the lab. frame, results in less

collimation of the outgoing particles than would be the case in collisions on
stationary protons. This has several advantages for experiments in the forward
direction. This is shown schematically in Fig. 2.3 for one of the reactions studied
in this experiment, namely p+p-»7t~+7t~+X, where both pions have high
momentum in the c.m.s. and are emitted in opposite c.m.s. hemispheres. At the
ISR the momentum and identity of each pion can be determined without
ambiguity in separate detectors, while at a fixed-target machine the strong
coUimation of the final-state particles and the large difference in momenta of the
two pions make this measurement very difficult to do.

The price one pays for these advantages is a loss in luminosity due to the
low density of the beams, compared to the density of e.g. a liquid-hydrogen
target, and a restriction to collisions between stable particles. The luminosity is
defined as the ratio of the number of collisions leading to a particular final state
and the cross-section for producing that final state, and can be expressed as (a
derivation is given for example in [26, 27]):

•"4

L = (2.1)
-tg(0/2)
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In this formula Ij (I2) indicates the beam current of ring 1 (ring 2), 0=14.8° the
horizontal crossing angle, and hefr the effective height of the beams given by

J>,(x)dx-J>2(x)dx
h e I T = , (2.2)

with /^(x), />2(x) the vertical proton densities of the two beams. For typical
running conditions with 30 A beams and hefT=4.0 mm, the luminosity is
2.2'1031 cm~2 s~'. The same luminosity is obtained with a beam of 108 protons
per second colliding with a 30 cm long liquid-hydrogen target. Thus the ISR
luminosity is 4 to 5 orders below the luminosity obtainable with the complete
proton beam («1013 s~') of a fixed-target machine. However, this comparison
should not be taken too seriously as it does not take into account the duty cycle
(«10%) of the fixed-target machine, nor the fact that for most experiments the
incident beam intensity is often limited by less fundamental factors such as
dead-time and the maximum flux of particles the detector can handle.

To store intense beams for periods of tens of hours it turned out to be
essential to have a very good vacuum of 10~12 to 10~n Torr. In fact the
maximum current that can be stored is limited by a vacuum-pressure instability.
If this critical current is exceeded, the pressure rises sharply and the beam will be
destroyed. To obtain this vacuum, several hundred turbomolecula'r, sputter ion,
and titanium-sublimation pumps are installed around the ring. Also, the vacuum
chamber is treated by ion bombardment from a glow discharge prior to
installation, and baked out at 300°C during 24 hours every time a section of the
vacuum is opened up. The beam loss is consequently very small, «0.02% per
hour, to be compared with an "induced" loss of «5% over a 60-hour period;
the latter loss is generated by scraping the low momentum tails of the beams in
order to reduce the background in the intersection regions. The former beam
loss, although small, amounts to a background of 108 to 109 protons per second
which are kept out of the experimental apparatus by a system of collimators and
dump blocks. The half-life of the luminosity is currently «60 hours and is
mainly caused by the blow-up of the beams due to Coulomb scattering between
beam particles. More detailed information about the ISR can be found in [26,
28], and in the proceedings of various accelerator conferences.
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2.2 Description of the experimental set-up

Figure 2.4a shows a top view of the experimental apparatus as installed in
intersection region 16 from November 1978 until December 1979. It consists of
two identical magnetic spectrometers mounted above each of the downstream
beams, and two scintillation-counter hodoscopes located below the spectrometers
to measure and monitor the luminosity. Both spectrometers are mounted above
the beams to avoid elastically scattered protons, which would have dominated
in a collinear conflguration. Some electronics are located near the apparatus in

0 1 2 3 « 5m

TOP VIEW

b)

INTERSECTION A C1
ISR VACUUM CHAMBEt

5 6
SIDE VIEW

SEPTUM .
DC2 DC3MAGNET C2 E DC4 C3

9M

ISR
MAGNET

H2F

Fig. 2.4: a) a top view of the experimental apparatus at the ISR, and b)
a top and side view of one of the spectrometers.
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a)

b)

Fig. 2.5: Photographs showing: a) Top view of the two ISR rings and

one of the spectrometers, b) Front part of a spectrometer with from left to

right: the septum magnet, the drift chamber DC1, the hodoscope HI and

the Cerenkov Cl. Parts of the scintillation counters A, B, D and the ISR

vacuum chamber are also visible.
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the tunnel, but most electronics are placed in a counting room on top of the
tunnel, some 60 m away from the experiment. Figure 2.4b shows one of the
spectrometers in more detail.

Each spectrometer consists of: a 2.6 m long septum magnet with the
entrance face at 4.2 m from the intersection; five scintillation trigger counters
(A, B, D, E, F); five modules of drift chambers (DC1 to DCS) with, in total,
24 planes of sense wires to reconstruct the particle trajectories; three atmospheric
Cerenkov counters (Cl to C3) for particle identification; and two scintillator
hodoscopes (Hl, H2). The spectrometer covers a solid angle of « 1 msr and has
a momentum resolution of <5p/p«l% (s,d.). The minimum angle covered in the
vertical plane is 18 mrad, the maximum angle 39 mr«d. The length of the
spectrometer is limited to 9.4 m, i.e. the space available between the intersection
and the nearest ISR machine magnet. The photographs in Fig. 2.5 give an
impression of the total set-up.

2.3 The magnet

An artist's view of the magnet is given in Fig. 2.6. The magnet is 2.6 m long
and has a gap of 20x30 cm2. The yoke has three 5 cm wide slots in which wire
chambers can be placed in order to obtain the best possible momentum
resolution over the short distance available. An iron septum plate was designed
to permit a vertical magnetic field of about 10 kGauss at «50 mm above the
beampipe, with negligible perturbation of the circulating proton beams. The
maximum current is 1200 A, providing a field integral of about 3.1 Tm.

Small angle septum magnet

slots for
wire chamber»

FIELD 12.14 kG
POWER 3OO kW
MAX CURRENT 1200 A

Iron septum
plate

4

Fig. 2.6: Artist's view of the septum magnet.

i
•1
i
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However, for currents above 800 A the septum plate begins to saturate and the
resulting stray field disturbs the circulating ISR beams. For this reason the
magnet was not run with currents above 800 A. With a current of 800 A the
field integral is about 2.1 Tm, and 240 kW of electric power is dissipated.
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Fig. 2.7: Vertical component of the magnetic field versus the distance z
from the entrance of the gap: a) at 2 cm distance from the top and b) at
6 cm from the top in the horizontal middle of the gap.

Because of the slots in the yoke and of edge effects caused by the coils, the
magnetic field is not homogeneous. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.7, where the
vertical component of the magnetic field is plotted versus the distance z from the
entrance of the gap. However, the field integral along a path parallel to the z axis
is constant over the gap to 2 parts in 104, and the field integral along particle
trajectories is constant to 2 parts in 103. In the approximation that the field
integral is constant the algorithm for reconstructing the particle trajectories from
the drift chamber coordinates becomes simple and consequently fast in computer
time. The hysteresis curve of the magnet was measured and the offset was found
to be 20 G. During the measurements the magnet was always set using the
current. The magnetic field was then measured with a Hall probe fixed in the
magnet and checked versus the reading of the current. The agreement was
always better than 3 parts in 104.
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2.4 The drift chamber system

The points along the particle trajectories were measured with five modules of
drift chambers, DC1 to DCS, per spectrometer arm. Drift chamber DC1 was
placed as close as possible to the intersection region, DC2 and DC3 were placed
in slots in the septum magnet, DC4 and DCS were placed behind the septum
magnet (see Fig. 2.4b).

Drift chambers can be considered as the successors of the multiwire
proportional chambers (MWPCs). Much of the basic research on MWPCs and
drift chambers has been done by Charpak et al. at CERN [29, 30]. Our
calibration measurements and performance analysis under actual running
conditions were in good agreement with the results of these authors, and showed
that drift chambers can be routinely operated in a high-rate environment, close to
the vacuum pipe of a colliding-beam machine.

Drift cell configuration R607 drift chambers

• field shaping wirej(07O JJttl CuBe)
x sense wires (0 20 Prn WAu)

R : 5 M f i 5 Mft.

(a)
R2: 2.5

(b)

Fig. 2.3: Drift-cell configuration of the drift chambers used in this
experiment: a) drift cells for two staggered planes in the modules outside
the magnet, b) drift cells as used for the modules inside the magnetic
field. The equipotentials are tilted by an angle 0=tg~'(0.5) to compensate
for the effect of the magnetic field.

In the following the major features of the design, the construction, and the
performance of the drift chambers will be described. The spatial resolution per
plane, required and achieved, was .0.1 to 0.2 mm. The basic drift cells are
summarized in Fig. 2.8. The photographs in Fig. 2.9 give an impression of the
completed modules.
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a)

b)

Fig. 2.6: Photographs showing two completed drift chamber modules: a)
DCS, with the protective shield removed, b) DC2.
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2.4,1 Design features of tfu drift chambers DC1, DC4, and DCS
The drift chambers can be divided into two types: the two identical modules

inside the magnet (DC2 and DC3, with an active area of 200x268 mm2); and
the modules DC1, DC4, and DCS. Of the latter type, DC1 and DC4 are
identical in size and have an active area of 234x378 mm2, while DCS is
somewhat larger and has an active area of 306x612 mm2. The basic cell
structure of the two types is shown in Fig. 2.8. For DC1, DC4, and DC5 the
cells are 36 mm long and 8 mm deep. Each cell has 18 cathode wires and 1
field wire (counting wires shared with other cells as one half)- With these
dimensions, approximately 25 primary pairs of ions and electrons [31] are
produced by a minimum ionizing particle traversing the chamber at right angles,
and the time required for the electrons to drift towards the sense wires is less
than about 360 ns. Making the cell larger would reduce electric edge effects in
the cell and reduce the cost of electronics per chamber; making the cell shorter
would reduce the rate per cell and reduce the probability of a second hit in the
same cell in the same event. The dimension chosen was a compromise between
these criteria.

Fig. 2.10: Cut-away view of drift chamber module DC1 as seen from the
intersection point of the two ISR beams.

The cells are arranged in planes as indicated in Fig. 2.10. Each chamber
(DC1, DC4, and DCS) has six planes, two with vertical wires, two with
horizontal wires, and two with wires oriented at an angle 6=tg~i(0.25) with
respect to the vertical, sloping upwards from the bottom left to the top right as
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seen from the intersection point of the two ISR beams. For each pair of planes,
one of the layers is displaced by half the width of a drift cell, as shown in Fig.
2.8a. This two-layer structure in each direction permits the resolution of the
so-called "left-right" ambiguity for each direction separately, and permits the
calculation of the coordinates from the drift times and the wire numbers without
the need for removing the zero-time offset. It also allows a check on the sum
T=t,+t2 of the two drift times, which must be constant since T is related to the
drift velocity v ^ and the length L of the drift cell by T=L/vdrift. Finally, it
allows a continuous monitoring of the spatial resolution of the chamber by
measuring the width of the distribution of T for successive samples of events.
The measurement of three rather than two coordinates per chamber reduces the
multitrack ambiguities which would otherwise arise. The "hits" in cells with
horizontal wires determine the projection of the trajectory on the vertical plane.
The vertical wires determine the projection on the horizontal (bending) plane and
thus the momentum of the particle. Since the sloping wires are nearly vertical
they also contribute to the measurement of the momentum, be it with somewhat
reduced accuracy.

Electrically, the chambers are connected as shown in Fig. 2.8a. The cathode
and field wires are connected to a negative high-voltage (HV) supply through a
resistive network, and the sense wires are connected via a 1 MO resistor to a
positive HV supply. The advantage of this arrangement over alternatives, e.g.
leaving the sense wires at ground potential and raising the cathode and field wire
potentials accordingly, is that the voltages with respect to the surrounding frames
are lower. Furthermore, a significant advantage is that the current flowing
through the sense wires can be monitored simply on the current meter of the
positive HV supply and can be used to run down the HV supplies in case it
exceeds a preset value. As one of the major causes of wire-breaking is excess
current through the sense wires, this feature is of great importance for the
lifetime of the chambers. :

In order to check to what extent the HV distribution over the configuration \
of wires leads to an uniform field in the drift cell, the equipotentials and
displacements of the wires resulting from electrostatic forces were calculated using I
a slightly modified version of a program written by Bourgeois [32]. In this j
calculation, all wires were taken to be 1 m long (they are shorter), the tension on |
the sense wires was taken to be 0.4 N, and the tension on the cathode and field |
wires 0.8 N. An example of the equipotentials calculated this way is shown in i
Fig. 2.11. As there are no earth planes (screening electrodes) between adjacent |
planes of drift cells, the equipotentials in one plane are influenced by the !
neighbouring planes. The influence of this effect on the drifting electrons was I
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Fig. 2J1: Calculated equipotentials for two staggered cells of vertical
wires at a position in the chamber where the next layer of horizontal
wires is at a potential of -1800 V. The voltage across the drift space is
2000 V, the voltage on the sense wire is 1600 V.

estimated. It was found that, for a separation of 12 mm between planes, the
maximum error introduced was less than 0.03 mm. The displacements of the
wires from their position without HV were found to be less than 0.03 mm,
which is small compared to the spatial resolution required.

2.4.2 Design features of the drift chambers DC2 and DC3
The design of the drift chambers DC2 and DC3 was constrained by the fact

that they had to fit into the slots in the septum magnet, with the wires stretched
across the entire gap through which the particles pass and with a thin frame in
order not to reduce the useful magnetic field volume. These requirements called
for a construction with only vertical wires, parallel to the magnetic field.

With wires mounted parallel to the magnetic field, the drifting electrons are
subject to the Lorentz force tending to deflect the electrons away from a straight
path between their point of origin and the sense wire. This force can be
compensated by applying an electric force in the opposite direction, i.e.
perpendicular to the cathode planes of the drift chamber. This results in a tilt of
the equipotentials away from the direction parallel to the cathode planes by an I
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angle 0 given by:

E™. (Epw) denotes the component of the electric field perpendicular
(parallel) to the cathode planes. For typical values, vdrift=5«104 ms"1, B=l T,
E ^ = 10* Vm~' one has tg(0)=O.5. A tilt angle 0=tg-'(O.5) was therefore
hardware-implemented by sharing a common cathode plane between two adjacent
layers of cells that are offset by 4 mm, as shown in Fig. 2.8b. With this method,
it was possible to mount three planes of vertical sense wires in a 46 mm thick
module with a minimum of material. With the tilt angle thus fixed, the
compensation in a given magnetic field could then be fine-tuned by adjusting the
negative high voltage. This arrangement of successive planes with the sense wires
offset by 4 mm has nearly all the advantages of the scheme of staggering the
sense wires by half a drift cell. In particular, the so-called "left-right" ambiguity
can be solved at the module level. The presence of a third plane gives a
redundancy check and improves the spatial resolution.

2.4.3 Mechanical construction of the drift chambers
For the construction of the drift chambers, a technique (developed in the

group of P. Queru at CERN) was adopted by which all planes of a module are
placed inside a common gas envelope, rather than the more common technique
of stacking individually wound wire planes together into a module. This choice
was motivated by the need for thin edges along the sides close to the ISR
vacuum pipe, the need for easy replacement of broken wires, and the fact that a
box structure tends to be mechanically more rigid and more free of gas leaks
than an ensemble of stacked planes.

Chambers DC1, DC4, and DC5 consist of a box-like structure (see Fig.
2.10) with 8 mm thick stainless-steel front and back plates connected at four I
sides by insulating plates with small holes at the position of the wires. In these ;
holes, specially designed pins (shown schematically in Fig. 2.12a and 2.12b) are -?
inserted into which the wires are crimped. The insulating plates were made of ]
Stesalite 4411W.' This material was chosen for its good mechanical and . |
electrical properties. It resembles Vetronite (G-10), with the difference that its |
fibres are randomly oriented, which makes it possible to attain high precision in §

I
Stesalit, (Zuwill, Switzerland) . j
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Fig. 2.12: Schematic view of the wire support pins. All dimensions are in

millimetres. The arrows indicate where the pin is crimped: a) pin used

for most sense and field wires, b) pin used to obtain thin frame close to

the vacuum chamber, c) pin used in improved version of DC2J,

providing electrical contact between the wire and copper strips on the

Stesalite.

the drilling of the small holes.

The 10 drift chambers were designed and constructed in the workshop of the

physics department of the University of Utrecht. All tolerances relevant to the

positioning of the wires were set to 20 fim. The stainless-steel and Stesalite

plates were machined with the numerically controlled milling machine of the

workshop, and the small holes were drilled in industry2 with a numerically

controlled high-speed (20000-30000 r.p.m.) drilling machine. During the drilling

operation the position of some holes was measured on an optical table with a

step size of 2.5 ftm. The holes were found to have a Gaussian distribution with

a standard deviation of about 10 fim around the theoretical position (see Fig.

2.13). By repeating the measurement the reproducibility was estimated to be

about 5 fim. At a later date the positions of all holes were checked with a

computer-guided TV camera, mounted on a scanning table. The x-y position of

the TV camera was measured with two digital rulers with a digitization of 10 /urn.

With this system the holes were found to have a Gaussian distribution with a

'i
"S

Tricon BV (Vijfhuizen, Holland)
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Fig. 2.13: Histogram of the deviation of the position of the drilled holes

from their theoretical position. A Gaussian distribution gives a good Jit

to the data with y^lD¥-0.6. The fitted mean and standard deviation are

0.4 fim and 11.4 fim respectively.

standard deviation of 15-25 ftm around their theoretical position. The accuracy

of this measurement was estimated to be 10-20 pm. After completion of a

module, the position of the wires was measured with the same system and was

found to have a Gaussian distribution with a standard-deviation of about 30 fim

for the sense wires and about 40 fim for the cathode and field wires. The

accuracy of these measurements was about 20 fim. The measured values reflect

the accumulated eifects of the crimping procedure, the spread in the position of

the holes, the spread of position of the pins in the holes, the spread in the

dimensions of the pins, and the deformation of the frames due to the mechanical

tension exerted by the wires.

After assembly of the stainless-steel and Stesalite plates, the modules were

transferred to a clean area where the wires (<p 20 ^m gold-plated tungsten3 for

the sense wires, and <p 70 fim Cu-Be4 for the field wires) were placed and

3 Lumalampan AJi. (Stockholm, Sweden)
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crimped one by one. About 25 wires could be positioned in one hour, so that

two to three weeks were required to wire one module completely. Special tooling

was used to clean the wires with amyl acetate and ethanol before positioning and

to maintain a constant mechanical tension on the wires. The sense wires were

crimped at a tension of 0.4 N. The tension of the cathode wires was 0.8 N in

order to keep the total force exerted by the large number of these wires low.

Before closing a module with SO /am thick mylar foils and a thin iron wire mesh,

the inside was cleaned with ethanol and acetone, sprayed through the chamber

with a spray gun, and dried with nitrogen. The outside of the Stesalite plates

was covered with a thin (2 to 5 mm) layer of Rhodorsil5 to make the chamber

gas-tight.

The negative HV was connected to a resistive divider network mounted on

the chamber. From there the voltages were distributed to printed-circuit strips

that were connected to the cathode wires via Teflon-insulated wires and

printed-circuit board connectors. The sense wires were connected to the positive

HV by a 1 MQ protective resistor and to an amplifier-discriminator via a 1 iiF

capacitor. The printed circuit boards holding the amplifier-discriminators were

placed as close as possible to the sense wires. The amplifier-discriminator cards

and the HV distribution circuits were covered by a protective brass shield. The

photograph in Fig. 2.9 gives an impression of module DCS with the protective

shielding removed.

The (identical) modules DC2 and DC3 consisted of Stesalite top and bottom

plates, in which the holes for the wires were drilled, and aluminum side plates.

For space reasons, there were no stainless-steel front and back plates. The

frames were prestressed in order to cope with the deformation of 0.4 mm in the

top and bottom plates, resulting from the mechanical tension of the wires.

The wire frame was attached to a precisely machined aluminum box that \

contained the survey marks needed to survey the chamber once installed inside \

the magnet. The amplifier-discriminator cards and the HV distribution were

mounted inside this box. The HV wiring was organized such that by switching J

five switches the voltage distribution of the outer two planes of drift cells could ' |

be returned to "normal" (i.e. driftcells as in Fig 2.8a), for use in accumulating ,|

data with the magnet switched off. f

4 Microfll (Lausanne, Switzerland)

s RTV121, Rhone-Poulenc Industries (Paris, France)
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In the last module contracted of this type, the HV distribution over the
cathode wires was obtained by electrolytically etching a copper layer covering the
top side of the Stesalite top plate and leaving only a pattern of strips connecting
cathode wires at the same potential. A new type of pin (see Fig. 2.12c), made
completely of copper and plated with gold, was used to crimp the wires and at
the same time to establish the electrical connection with the strips. This way of
organizing the HV distribution worked well, and was much faster and less
error-prone to implement than was the method originally used. The photograph
in Fig. 2.9 gives an impression of a completed chamber.

2,4.4 Drift chamber electronics
The layout of the amplifier-discriminator is shown in Fig. 2.14. Four

channels are mounted on a small printed-circuit board (10x4 cm2) placed close
to the sense wires. The amplifier-discriminator is built around the MC 10116 line
receiver. It consists of two stages of amplification, providing a total gain of SO, a
one-shot, and a line driver (MC 10101) to send the 55 ns wide pulses over 80 m
of twisted-pair cable to the drift-time digitizers. The threshold of the one-shot can
be adjusted by an external voltage. A test input is provided that can be used for
monitoring the complete electronic chain once the cards are mounted on the
chamber.

Mjar
* *v

Fig. 2.14: Layout of the amplifier-discriminator

In the laboratory the amplifier-discriminator could be operated under stable
conditions with effective thresholds as low as 0.2 mV (0.24 //A). Mounted on
the drift chamber and connected to the sense wire and the twisted-pair cable, the
amplifier-discriminator tends to become sensitive to oscillations. This sensitivity
was greatly reduced by carefully grounding each channel separately with a cable
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about 2 cm long. Thus stable operation could be achieved with an effective

threshold of 0.3 mV (0.37 //A)-
To digitize the drift times, the standard CERN Drift-Time Recorder (DTR)

system [33] was used. The DTR system consists of three different modules. The
DTR module itself measures the drift times from 16 wires with a least count of •::
4 ns for both the start signal, provided by the wires, and the stop signal,
provided by the trigger. Up to 16 hits from one wire can be registered with a
dead-time after a hit of 56 ns. Up to 11 DTR modules can be placed in a
CAMAC crate with modified power supply, together with the Drift Encoder
Controller (DEC) and a fan-out module for the 12S MHz clock signal. The
DECs are connected to form a branch that is read out by a Read Only Branch
Driver (ROBD) located in a CAMAC crate. The 16-bit data words are divided
into blocks that end with a block marker and a block count. The markers were
set to indicate the beginning of a new drift chamber module. The 16-bit data
words contain wire and time information. The readout of the DTR modules is
such that data are only transferred for wires that are hit. Finally, it should be
remarked that the DTR system contains several features for the detection of
errors [33] that were used extensively.

2.4.3 Drift chamber performance
The characteristics of all drift chamber modules were measured in an external

beam (D31) of the CERN PS. The drift chambers were installed around the
septum magnet in various configurations, dependent on the measurements being
performed. The basic configuration, however, was the layout to be used at the
ISR (see Fig. 2.4b). One of the drift chamber stands could be moved by remote ;
control, and the position of this stand was measured with a digital ruler with a
digitization of 10 fim. \

The beam line was usually set to accept negatively charged particles (mainly f
n~) with momentum of 10 GeV/c. The momentum byte of the beam was j
£p/p«l%. The intensity of the beam was chosen to be about 10-50 kHz, .•}
equivalent to the particle density expected at the ISR.

The chambers were flushed with a mixture of argon and ethane at a rate that f
allowed the gas volume of the chambers to be replaced three times a day. A Jf
mixture of argon and ethane was chosen for its good drift-velocity saturation |
properties and because it does not polymerize in a high-radiation environment | .
[34]. The following mixtures, by volume, were used: 40%-60%, 50%-50%, k
55%-45% argon-ethane. As the performance of the chambers did not depend 1
strongly on the mixture, 50%-50% argon-ethane was mainly used at the PS, 'Jf
whilst at the ISR a mixture of 55%-45% argon-ethane was chosen, in view of the !

.i
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cost of ethane.
Various scintillation counters defined the passage of the beam particles and

initiated the data transfer from CAMAC to the NORD-IOS computer. A counter
with a 03 cm hole was used to veto triggers accompanied by additional beam
particles. One set of scintillation counters was mounted on a movable stand in
order to measure the beam profile.

For most of the test measurements at the PS, the drift times were digitized
with 10-bit TDCs6 with a least count of 0.5 ns. These TDCs were chosen
because their resolution is considerably better than the resolution of the DTR
system. The balanced MECL pulses from the drift chamber discriminators were
converted to NIM signals before entering the TDCs.

v i v
1OO%-

50%-
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©Vd=2000
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single
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(kHz)
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1100 1300 1500 1700 1900

Fig. 2.15: Efficiency of a sense wire versus Vs for three values of Vd.
The rate with no beam is also shown (crosses, right scale) for
Vd =ƒ 500 V. The arrows indicate the value of Vs for which the rate
with no beam is 2.5 kHz. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.

A 2 mm wide beam was defined by a small scintillation counter and
positioned in the middle of a drift cell. With an effective threshold of 0.5 mV
(0.6 fiA) and a 50%-50% argon-ethane mixture, the efficiency of the cell was

LeCroy model 2228
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Fig. 2.16; a) drift-time distribution of two staggered cells for a 2 mm
wide beam, b) distribution of the sum of the two drift times.

measured as function of the voltage on the sense wire (Vs) for various values of
the high voltage (Vd) across the drift space (see Fig. 2.15). The counting rate of
the sense wire with no beam was measured between successive pulses of the PS
and is also shown in Fig. 2.15 for Vd = 1500 V. The efficiency curve has a
plateau, about 300 V long, where the efficiency is close to 100%. The length of
this plateau depends only slightly on Vd. The drift time distribution of two
staggered wires at Vd =2500 V and Vs = 155O V, i.e. in the middle of the
plateau region, is shown in Fig. 2.16a. The 2 mm wide beam can be seen
clearly. The distribution of the sum of the two drift times towards the staggered
sense wires (to be called check-sum distribution in the following) is also shown in
Fig. 2.16. The FWHM of this distribution is about 6 ns, which corresponds to
a spatial resolution of about 0.1 mm for a single wire. The operation of the
chamber was insensitive to the value of Vd. Whsn Vd was varied from 2000 V
to 3000 V, the FWHM of the check-sum distribution did not change if the
chamber was set at the same point on the efficiency plateau. Also the mean of
the check-sum distribution, which is related to the drift velocity, increased by
only 1% if Vd was decreased from 2500 V to 2000 V. Since the
amplifier-discriminators have a low effective threshold, the performance of the
chamber was not very sensitive to the threshold value used. Most measurements
were done with an effective threshold of 0.5 mV (0.6 pA).

Although the efficiency has a long plateau, the resolution of the chamber, as
derived from the width of the check-sum peak, continues to improve with
increasing Vg. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.17 for Vd=2500V and an effective

I
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Fig, 2.17: Variation of the resolution as measured from the FWHM of
the check-sum distribution with Vs (crosses, left scale). The efficiency of
the wire is also shown (dots, right scale). The lines are drawn to guide
(he eye.
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Fig. 2.18: Variation of the FWHM of the check-sum distribution a) and
the deviation from linearity of the drift velocity b) across the drift cell.
The arrow in a) indicates a resolution of 0.1 mm. The lines are drawn
to guide the eye.
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Fig. 2.19: Histogram of the deviations from reconstructed tracks.

threshold of 0.7 mV (0.85 fth). At the onset of the efficiency plateau the
resolution is «0.3 mm, whilst in the middle of the plateau the resolution has
become «0.1 mm.

The variation of the resolution, as derived from check-sum distributions, and
the deviation from linearity of the drift velocity across the drift cell were
measured using the movable stand and are shown in Fig. 2.18. It is seen that
the drift velocity is constant within 0.3%.

The measurements described above have been repeated for various cells and
for different chambers. The results were, within errors, identical, apart from some
specific edge cells where the sense wire was running close to the Stesalite (DCl,
DC4, DCS) or aluminum (DC2, DC3) frames. For these cells the onset of the
efficiency plateau was some 50 to 150 V higher than for the normal drift cells.
The sense wires of these cells were therefore kept at a higher voltage by using
Zener diodes. The efficiency and width of the check-sum distribution were
measured for all wires as a final check prior to installation in the ISR.

Reconstruction of the beam tracks has been performed using three equally
spaced identical chambers. The drift velocity was obtained from the position of

rfcft
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the check-sum distribution. Figure 2.19 shows the distribution of deviations of
the coordinate in the middle chamber from the coordinate interpolated from the
two outer chambers. The FWHM of this distribution corresponds to a resolution
of 0.1 mm for a single wire, consistent with the value derived from the width of
the check-sum distribution.

The efficiency of the drift chambers inside the magnet was measured with the
equipotentials tilted for various values of the magnetic Field. It was found that
the efficiency and the length of the plateau were independent of the magnetic
field from « 5 kG to «11 kG and similar to the values measured with no
magnetic field and the equipotentials not tilted. The resolution of these chambers
can be derived from the width of the distribution of the sum or difTerence of drift
times towards two displaced wires. A typical resolution obtained is 0.1 mm, for
Vd =2500 V, Vs = 1500 V, and an effective threshold of 0.5 mV (1.0 fiA), The
dependence of the resolution on the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2.20. It can
be seen that with the fixed tilt angle 0=tg~'(O.5) the module can be used in fields
from 6 kGtolO kG, without loss of resolution.

20C-

Resolution of the magnet drift chamber versus
the magnetic field

o Normal cell

x Drift cell with equipotentials tilted

- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
Magnetic fleld(kQ)—>

8 10 12 14

Fig. 220i Resolution of a drtft chamber positioned inside the magnet
versus the magnetic field. The line is drawn to guide the eye.

Efficiency curves were again made for all chambers after they were installed
at the ISR. It was found that the current drawn by the sense wires (which was
proportional to the luminosity of the ISR) was rising rapidly with V . This is
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Fig. 22h Current drawn by the sense wires of DC I as function ofVf at
a luminosity of about 1031 cm~2s~l (crosses, left scale). The efficiency of
the chamber is also shown (dots, right scale).

shown in Fig. 2.21 for DC1. In view of this sharp rise, the voltage Vs was set
conservatively only 25 V to SO V above the onset of the plateau in order to
keep this current as low as possible. The reason for this conservative setting,
which does not give the optimum resolution of the chambers (see Fig. 2.17), was
that several groups working at the ISR had reported wire breaking and/or
radiation damage to their chambers. Also, the chambers of this experiment were
installed close to the ISR vacuum pipe, where the particle flux is very high.
During the 18 months of operation of the chambers at the ISR no broken wires
were found. However, it turned out that the onset of the efficiency plateau,
especially for chamber DC1, was shifting with time towards higher values of Vs .
This effect could be monitored on-line, as it resulted in a slight decrease of the
chamber efficiency as measured by the track reconstruction program («2% over
a four-month period). Increasing the HV on the sense wire restored the normal
operating conditions. In the period of 18 months, both chambers DC1 had to
have Vs increased by 120 V. For the other chambers, which were traversed by
only 20% to 40% of the flux of particles traversing DC1, the effect was less
pronounced. An explanation for this effect could be a deposit on the sense wires.
In order to compensate as much as possible for the low setting of V s , the
threshold of the amplifier-discriminators was set as low as possible (between
0.3 mV and 0.6 mV). The amplifier-discriminators were stable at even lower

I
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thresholds, but the amount of cross-talk between neighbouring channels
increased rapidly when nearing the point where the amplifier-discriminators
became unstable. The threshold values chosen were therefore a compromise
between these two requirements.

2.5 The Cerenkov counters

The spectrometer was equipped with three atmospheric Cerenkov counters for
particle identification (Cl, C2, C3 in Fig. 2.4b). Cerenkov counters Cl and C2
had cylindrical mirrors made of 70 /urn thick aluminized mylar foil mounted on a
support frame, thus putting little material in the path of the particle. C3 had
spherical glass mirrors. All counters are viewed by RCA88S4 Quantacon
photomultipliers, coated with a thin layer of wavelength shifter PTP (1,4
diphenylbenzol CI8H14). The coating was applied with a method described by
Lorenz [35] and gave a measured gain of «10% in photoelectron yield. The two
phototubes of C2 were provided with bucking coils to compensate for the stray
field of the magnet. Quartz windows in Cl and C2 allowed these counters to be
operated with flammable gases or helium. To avoid possible diffusion of helium
into the phototubes, these were flushed with air. The phototubes were operated
with a voltage of 700 V between the cathode and the first dynode. A more
detailed description of the Cerenkov counters can be found elsewhere [36].

A charged particle, traversing a medium with a velocity higher than the
velocity of light in that medium, will produce Serenkov light. The threshold
velocity fi^ is related to the index of refraction n of the medium by Püa—n~ï.
This threshold velocity corresponds to a threshold momentum:

• thr m/V(n2-l) « m/V(2n-2) for n « 1. (2.3)

The Cerenkov light is emitted in a cone with the axis along the particle trajectory
and a half-angle 0 given by cos0=(n$-'. If this light is focused on a
photomultiplier, the mean number of photoelectrons u, generated at the
photocathode, can be expressed as:

u = A-{(n-l)-mV2p2} = uw-{l-(pj |

Here A is a constant that characterizes the Cerenkov counter (light collection j
efficiency, path length through the gas, transparancy of the gas, quantum I
efficiency of the photomultiplier, etc) and u , is the mean number of j
photoelectrons generated by a particle of infinite momentum and is given by: •
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u o = A - ( n - l ) • (2-4)

Assuming that the number of photoelectrons follows a Poisson distribution and
using the fact that one photoelectron can be detected, the efficiency of the
counter is given by

fi = l - e - u . (2.5)

This holds also in the case where the light is collected by two mirrors and two
phototubes, if the signals of the two phototubes are logically OR-ed. If equations
(2,3) and (2.4) are combined, A can be expressed as:

A . (2.6)
m2

All counters have been tested and calibrated in a secondary beam (D31) of
the CERN PS [36]. The beam was set to negative polarity, and momenta from 3
to 10 GeV/c could be selected. Two standard PS beam-line Cerenkov counters
were used to select n~, and 2 mm wide beam was defined with scintillation
counters.

The efficiency of the counters was measured as function of the momentum of
the beam, with the beam incident in the middle of the mirror. These threshold
curves were well described by Eq. (2.S) for a variety of gases used. The constant
A was determined from Eq. (2.6). At fixed momentum the efficiency was
measured across the mirror and found to be constant for C2, whilst for Cl and ;
C3 the efficiency varied slightly. The determination of A from Eq. (2.6) was :

checked in some cases by measuring directly the number of photoelectrons after |
calibration of the pulse-height scale, using the first photoelectron peak which was l
clearly visible. The two measurements were in good agreement. . •;

It turned out to be possible to check these calibrations in actual running f
conditions, using events in which one particle traversed the spectrometer. Its |
momentum is known to better than 1.3% after the track reconstruction. The ratio I

}i
of n~ to all negatively charged particles is higher than 85% [37] for particles with I
momenta higher than 4 GeV/c. One can thus define a clean sample of ic by %
requiringJhat their momenta p are PUir(^)<P<Pthr(K) and that they are seen |
by one Cerenkov counter. The response of the two other counters can then be r!
investigated. Figure 2.22 shows the efficiency of C2, measured this way, as a '\
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Fig, 222: Efficiency of Öerenkov C2 to register a ri~ as function of n
momentum: a) fitted with CO2 and b) filled with N2-He. The lines are the
result of a fit to Eq. (2.5).

function of momentum for the heaviest (CO2) and the lightest (56%-44% N2-He)
gas used in the experiment. It can be seen in Fig. 2.22 that the magnetic field
has no effect on the response of C2. This indicates that the compensation of the
stray field with the bucking coils worked correctly. The data in Fig. 2.22 are well
fitted by Eq. (2.5), with pthr and u^ as free parameters. Using Eq. (2.5), the
constant A can be evaluated. This analysis has been performed for all the gases
used in the experiment. The results are summarized in Table 2.1, together with
the PS results obtained in the middle of the mirror. It is seen that the values for
A measured at the ISR are smaller than those measured during the tests at the
PS.

As the trajectory of the particle is known, the dependence of the efficiency on
the position of the track at the mirror can be investigated. The results were in
good agreement with the scans done at the PS. In Fig. 2.23 the inefficiency of
C2 (filled with O2) to register n~ with momenta between 9.5 GeV/c and 11.6
GeV/c is shown as function of the x,y coordinate of n~ at the mirror. No
variations can be seen, not even in the region y=0 where the two mirrors join.
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Table 2.1; R607 Cerenkov performance data

Cerenkov

Cl arml

Cl arm2

C2 arml

C2 arm2

C3 arml

C3 arm2

Gas
filling

CO2

SF6

FC114
CO2

SFfi-CO2

FC114
N2-He
N2-Me

o2
co2
SF6

N2-He
N2-Ne

o2
co2
SF6-CO2

co2
SF6

FC114
CO2

SF6-CO2

FC114

The statistical error
momentum

Pftr
(GeV/c)

4.51
24.9
17.7
4.50
27,6
18.3
7.85
7.40
6.11
4.85
25.3
7.65
7.43
6.13
4.88
28.0
4.51
24.9
17.9
5.0
27.9
18.3

for P.,„ U
interval over which

4,8±0.2
7.7±O.l

11.9±1.1
4.6±0.6
5.5±0.2
9.7±0.3
2.8 ±0.1
3.2±O.l
5.2±O.l
8,8±0.3

11.9±0.2
3.0±0.1
3.6±O.l
5.5=1:0.1
9.8±0.3

10.1 ±0.1
6.3±0.2

11.4±0.2
2O±2

3.9±O.l
7.7±O.l
16±2

Particle

used

n~
P
P
n~
P
P
7T

n"
n~
n~
P
n~
n~
n~
n~
P
n~
P
P
n~
P
P

A
ISR

10.1-10'
10.7-10'
8.5'10'
9.5-10'
9.4-10'
7.5-10'

17.5-10'
17.9-10'
19.7-10'
21.2-10'
17.4-10'
18.1-10'
20.5-10'
21.1 • 10'
23.8-10'
17.9-103

13.2-10'
15.2-10'
14.8-103

9.9-10'
13.7-10'
11.9-10'

PS

(9-10)» 10'

« 13-

w 30-

« 27-

(19-22)-

(14-17)-

at the 1% level. However, changing the
the data <ire fitted

plhr of a few percent. For this reason no errors are given.
causes a change in

10'

10'

10'

10'

10'
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n~ as function of the xy coordinate of the n~ on the mirror. The scale is

..» Errors (not shown) are of the order of a few percent.

2.6 The scintillation counters

Each spectrometer had five scintillation counters to form the basic trigger
signal (A, B, D, E, F in Fig. 2.4b). The counters D and E were only 1 mm
thick in order to reduce multiple scattering. The counters A, B, and F were 5, 5,
and 10 mm thick, respectively. Each counter was viewed by two phototubes
(56AVP) with independent electronics in order to have a cross-check on the
counter and to reduce possible inefficiencies. Counter A, because of its good
timing characteristics, was used to give the time reference of the experiment.

The scintillation-counter hodoscope HI consisted of 10 scintillators, each 26
mm wide. Hodoscope H2 consisted of 16 scintillators, each 41 mm wide. The
use of these hodoscopes was manyfold. Firstly, with majority logic, they were
used in the trigger to signal the presence of 1, 2, 3, ... particles traversing the
spectrometer. Secondly, in the track reconstruction they provided additional
constraints. Thirdly, they were used in the trigger to give a fast (about 30 ns)
but crude determination of the momentum in case only one particle traversed the
spectrometer, assuming it originated from the interaction region. The size of the
hodoscopes was matched to the size of the diamond-shaped interaction region
(see Fig. 2.2) in such a way that each of the hodoscopes and the diamond made
an approximately equal contribution to the error in the momentum
determination. This feature was normally used to trigger on high-momentum
charged particles. The hit patterns corresponding to such particles were
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calculated both analytically and using a Monte Carlo program. The trigger logic

was wired with standard fast (NIM) 'OR' and 'AND' units. In a later stage of

the experiment, these circuits were replaced by computer-controlled matrix-units,

one for each spectrometer arm, based on fast memories.

The efïiciency of the momentum trigger was calculated by the Monte Carlo

program and checked by comparing data taken with and without the matrix

trigger. Figure 2.24 gives the efficiency curve for a cut-off value of 14.5 GeV/c.

It is seen that above the cut-off value the efficiency is essentially 100%.

2.7 The luminosity monitor
A

The luminosity monitor consisted of two telescopes of three scintillation

counters each, located under the two spectrometers at a distance of 5.0 m from

the intersection. Each counter was 10 cm high, 50 cm wide, 1 cm thick, and the

distance between the counters was 40 cm. In the vertical plane they covered the

angular range from 32 mrad to 52 mrad. The counting rate RL, (RL2) of the

coincidence of the three counters of a telescope monitored the behaviour of beam

1 (beam 2). In particular, if the beam hit the wall of the vacuum chamber, the

spray of secondary particles was rapidly detected. The counting rate R,um of the

coincidence of the six counters is proportional to the total rate of beam I-beam

2 interactions. Particles not originating from a beam I-beam 2 interaction will

'•'I
•Si-
'A
':i
,4

1
4
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not produce a coincidence between the two telescopes on either side of the
intersection region. Random coincidences between the two telescopes were
monitored with a coincidence in which the signal from one of the telescopes was
delayed by 300 ns.

The scintillation counters A, B, D, E, F of each spectrometer were also
used as two sets of luminosity telescopes, although their counting rate depended
on the value of the magnetic field. It is very useful to cross-check the two
systems, in particular because they depend in a complementary way on the
vertical positions of the beams.

The coincidence rate Rlum is proportional to the total rate of beam I-beam 2
interactions and hence also to the luminosity,

R = a, 'L . (2.7)

The monitor constant <j,um is independent of the beam parameters, with the
exception of the vertical beam position, and can be measured using a method
first proposed by Van der Meer [38] and now standard practice around the ISR.
The luminosity is determined by the beam currents and the hcfr of the beams
(see Eq. (2.1)). Since the beam currents can be measured very accurately (on the
10~6 level), it is heff that needs to be determined.

The Van der Meer method is based on the vertical displacement of the beams
with respect to one another and the measurement of the counting rate Rlum as
function of this displacement. This yields a bell-shaped curve (see Fig. 2.25) with
area A and maximum R|um(max). The monitor constant olum is given by (see
for example [26, 27]):

e2-0-c-A-tg(0/2)

and the effective height is given by h e l T = A / R l u m ( m a x ) . In the standard
calibration procedure, during which the beams are steered in all eight
intersections simultaneously, a 5% systematic uncertainty must be attributed to
hejT, originating from the calibration o f the steering magnets.

i- The area A was calculated in two ways, which agreed within 1.5 standard
II deviation. Firstly, by numerical integration using the trapezoidal rule and a small
| extrapolation to correct for the "tails" of the curve. Secondly, by fitting a
I Gaussian to the data and integrating the fitted curve analytically. The error in
I the calibration is partly statistical, partly systematic. Systematic effects arise from
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Fig. 2.25: Luminosity counts versus the relative displacement of the ISR

beams. The curve is the result of a Gaussian fit with^/DF=ll.

the fact that the beams are steered in all intersections simultaneously, because of
hysteresis in the steering magnets, etc. These systematic effects are difficult to
estimate. However, judging from the reproducibility of the data points and the •£•

of the fit, it seems that for a typical error of 1.5%, about 75% of the error arises
from systematics.

The stability of the monitor over periods of weeks can be judged (apart from

cross-checks with the second system) from repeated calibrations. During the 12

months of data taking for the measurements described here, five calibrations

were performed at 31.4/31.4 GeV/c and four calibrations at 22.5/22.5 GeV/c.

They had a r.m.s. spread of 2.2% and 3.4%, respectively. This gives an upper

limit of the normalization error made, as the data of each period were normalized

with the monitor constant for that period. The averaged values of the monitor

constant were 72.4±2.5 fib at 22.5/22.5 GeV/c, and 194.2±4.3 fib at

31.4/31.4 GeV/c, corresponding to counting rates R,um of 0.7 and 1.9 kHz,

respectively, at a luminosity of 1031 cnr 2 s"1. Since the ISR is a d.c. machine,

without time structure on the beams, the dead-time problem can be handled

properly by only scaling the Rlum counts when the experiment is "live".
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3. THE MEASUREMENTS

With the equipment described in the previous Chapter a variety of processes
could be studied. The processes studied were in particular:

a) long-range correlations in the reaction p+p-»m,+m2+X, where the mesons
m,, m2 are produced in opposite cm.s. hemispheres with a momentum
higher than half the ISR beam momentum;

b) long-range correlations in the reaction p+p-»b+m+X, where the baryons b
and the mesons m are produced in opposite c.m.ju hemispheres; this sample
includes correlations with diffractive protons;

c) long-range correlations in the reaction p+p-»b,+bz+X, where the baryons
b, and b2 are produced in opposite cm.s. hemispheres;

d) the inclusive production of p, A, A, A(1520), A, </>, K°, and 1(1385);
e) correlations between fragments from one proton, i.e. p+p-»2 tracks in one

spectrometer arm.
This thesis is concerned with the processes a), b), and c). Because of the

small cross-sections involved, most of the running time was spent on a). With
the magnet set at its maximum current of 800 A (thus assuring a minimum
detectable momentum of about 5 GeV/c) the double-arm counting rate was a few

kHz and consisted mainly of events with both particles being tvotons. It was
therefore necessary to select the mesons in the trigger. This was realized by
filling the Cerenkov counters Cl and C3 with a gas with a threshold for protons
just above the beam momentum and requiring a trigger signal in both
(Serenkovs. Data were taken at two ISR energies, namely with proton beams of
22.S/22.S and 31.4/31.4 GeV/c momentum, corresponding to c.m.s. energies of
44.7 and 62.3 GeV, respectively. The first energy was optimally matched to the ;
identification of kaons with the Cerenkov counters. At this energy, data were
taken during about 1000 hours. The second energy, at which only n mesons
could be identified, was used to study possible energy dependence and to
cross-check the results. At this energy, data were taken during about 2000 •
hours. ;

\\
;-1

3.1 Triggering, data acquisition and on-line analysis i
]i
4

The main triggers used in this experiment were an arml, arm2, arml-arm2 |
trigger running in parallel. The basic trigger was formed by the coincidence of 1
the 'OR-ed' signals of the five trigger counters A, B, D, E, and F. The width of |
the signals was set to 15 ns. The single-arm triggers consisted for more than f
98% of beam-beam events and for less than 2% of beam-gas events. In fact with |
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only one beam circulating, the rate dropped to about 1% of the normal value of
around 30 kHz. With no beams circulating, the rate was essentially zero,
indicating that the fraction of cosmic-ray events was very small. To this basic
trigger the following more stringent conditions could be added:

a) a requirement on the number of hits in each of the hodoscopes HI and H2;
b) a "matrix" condition between the counters of the two hodoscopes in each

arm to select high-momentum particles;
c) a requirement of a specific bit pattern from the Cerenkov counters.

The trigger conditions could be selected by pressing buttons on a
master-control panel. The main trigger has the following functions:

a) it strobes the information associated with the events, i.e. the bit patterns of
all scintillation and Serenkov counters, the ADCs (Analog to Digital
Converters) recording the pulse heights of the trigger and Cerenkov
counters, and a variety of status bits;

b) it gates the signal from the time reference counter A to form the start of the
TDCs (Time to Digital Converters) recording the flight-times associated with
the trigger counters and the stop for the drift-time digitizers (DTRs);

c) it interrupts the NORD-10S computer and sets a busy level in the dead-time
logic.

Upon receiving the interrupt, the computer reads into a buffer, on a DMA
basis, the information from the CAMAC pattern units, ADCs, TDCs, sealers,
and DTRs. Subsequently the units are cleared and the busy level is reset. A
typical event contained about 200 16-bits words of information, the precise
number depending of the number of wires hit. About 300 events could be read
per second. The information was transferred to a 1600 bpi, nine-track magnetic
tape at a maximum rate of ISO to 200 events per second. In a typical "run"
about 100000 events were accumulated and written onto one magnetic tape.

At the beginning of a run the status of the apparatus (magnet currents, Hall
probe voltages, etc.) was written onto the magnetic tape and a checking program
was started up. This program then was executed every 15 minutes and
performed the following tasks:
a) the data taking was stopped and a busy level was given to the dead-time

system;

b) the magnet current and Hall probe voltages were read and compared with
the values as they were at the beginning of the run;

c) the high voltages of all photomultipliers and drift chambers were compared
with the nominal values stored on disk;

d) the values of the remotely controlled delays, which were incorporated in the
fast logic located in the ISR tunnel, were checked with the values stored on
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disk;
e) the hardware of the DTR system was addressed and the response checked;
0 the number of hardware errors encountered during the analysis

(data-transfer errors, DTR initialization errors, etc.) was checked to be
below certain preset levels.

If enors were detected at the beginning of a run, a message was printed and
the run was not started, whereas for errors detected during the run only a
message was printed.

TOP VIEW

(a)

P77//71

I//////I

SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW |//////I

I7/////I
(b)

SIDE VIEW

Fig. 3.1: On-line track reconstruction in one of the spectrometers: a)
one-track event and b) two-track event.

During data taking, a sample of the events was subjected to the full track
reconstruction program that was running concurrently. For a short run of 10
minutes, about 1% of the events could be analysed, while for runs of 1 hour this
percentage was about 25%. Reconstructed events could be displayed on a
graphics terminal (Tektronix 4006). Two examples are shown in Fig. 3.1. More
than 200 histograms were filled and could be displayed at any time. If necessary,
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Fig. 32; Examples of histograms available during the data taking: a)

drift time histogram and b) histogram of reconstructed momenta.

Positively charged particles are plotted to the right, negatively charged

particles are plotted to the left.

more histograms could be initialized on an interactive basis. This analysis

procedure gave the physicist on shift a good idea of the quality of the data being

collected. For example, simple histograms of the hits recorded in the counters

and drift chambers made inefficient channels readily detectable. Histograms of

check-sums (see Section 2.4.5) gave a good idea of the performance of the drift

chambers. As an example, two histograms are shown in Fig. 3.2. Figure 3.2a

shows the drift time distribution for a sense wire of drift chamber DC2. Figure

3.2b shows a histogram of reconstructed momenta of positively and negatively

charged particles during a run where the ISR was filled with 22.5 GeV/c protons

and the spectrometer was triggered by the A*B'D'E*F coincidence. The.

spectrum shows a clear peak of elastic and quasi-elastic scattered protons. The

position of this peak (at about 22.5 GeV/c) and the FWHM of about 4%

indicate that the spectrometer is performing well.

Where possible, the wealth of information available was condensed to a few

numbers that could be monitored more conveniently, such as the efficiency of

each of the drift-chamber planes and the number of tracks per unit of integrated

luminosity. The full use that was made of the on-line computer, from simple

hardware checks to full event reconstruction, helped greatly in acquiring a

complete understanding of the apparatus and a fast turnaround of physics

results. In fact, given the good stability of the spectrometers, it would have been
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possible to do the entire pattern recognition on-line by using newer and faster
minicomputers such as the VAX-780 or the NORD-500 that are now available.

3.2 Data taken at \Js=44.7 GeV

The Cerenkovs Cl and C3 were filled with freon FC22, which has a
threshold for protons of 24 GeV/c, in order to trigger on mesons, Cerenkov C2
was filled with O2 with a threshold for kaons of 21 GeV/c. Thus kaons could be
identified in the later analysis by their C1C2C3=1O1 signature in the
momentum interval from 13 to 21 GeV/c. The single-arm rate was 6000 Hz at a
luminosity of 2*1O31 cnr2 s~\ while the double-arm rate was 48 Hz, to be
compared with the maximum rate of about 200 Hz that could be written onto
tape. This coincidence rate was such that the data could be written to tape with a
dead-time less than 15%. Therefore no further selection was made and this
trigger was used during most of the running time. For about 100 hours of
running, the Cerenkovs were filled with heavier gases (Cl, C3 with freon FC114,
C2 with CO2) to acquire a sample of lower-momentum kaons. As the threshold
of FC114 for protons is 17.9 GeV/c, this data sample contained at the same
time a large number of diffractive protons. To measure correlations involving
protons, the Cerenkov requirements were taken out of the trigger on the
corresponding spectrometer arm. To accumulate data on correlations between
protons and A(1116)'s, two or more hits were required in the front and back
hodoscopes HI and H2 of one of the spectrometer arms in order to trigger on
the two decay products of the decay A-*pn~. The current in the septum magnet
of this spectrometer was lowered to 30% of its normal value of 800 A in order
to increase the acceptance for A's. Cerenkov counter C2 in this arm was filled
with O2 and required not to give light, since the momentum of both the p and
the it~ in the decay A-»prc~ is below threshold in C2. The Cerenkov counters in
the other spectrometer arm were also filled with O2 and required not to give light
in order to select the protons in the trigger.

The data taking during an typical ISR run of as 60 hours was organized as
follows:
a) for each arm «105 triggers were accumulated with only the basic

scintillation-counter trigger; these data were later used in the analysis to
check firstly, the momentum scale and momentum resolution of the
spectrometer using elastically scattered protons, and secondly, the Cerenkov
calibration; it took about 20 minutes to collect these data;

b) the next 40 minutes were used to collect «2* 10s meson triggers for each
arm;
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Table 3.1; Data collected atyjs=44.7 GeV

Trigger Trigger Cerenkov

title type filling

s.a. mesons Ml (M2) FC22/O2/FC22

d.a. mesons M1-M2 FC22/O2/FC22

s,a, checks Tl (T2) FC22/O2/FC22
da, checks T1-T2 FC22/O2/FC22

da. checks T1-M2 FC22/O2/FC22

s,a, mesons Ml (M2) FC114/CO2/FCH4

da. mesons M1-M2 FC114/CO2/FC114

s.a. A A2 FC114/O2/FC22

proton-A T1-A2 arml:O2/O2/O2

Rate
NDT

(O

6500

54
37000

1400

280
17000

200
1300

20
arm2:FC114/O2/FC22

All rates are quoted at a luminosity L=2* 1031 cm"2 s~l

the integrated luminosity ƒ Ldt is corrected for dead-time
In the trigger title, s.a, stands for single arm, d.a

The abbreviations of the triggers are:

T: The basic scintillator trigger

M: T plus the Cerenkov requirement

A: T plus the requirement of no light in C2

multiplicity of HI and H2 greater than <

Rate

DT
(s-1)

200
45

200
150
130
200
120
150
20

and

Triggers
taken

4.9-
3.5-

1.9-
1.5-

1.0-

2.0-

1.5-

2.1-

1.6

. for double arm.

and the

sr equal to 2

106

107

10'
106

10'
106

107

106

107

jLdt

(cnT

1.5-

1.2-

1.0-

2.1-

7.0'

2.7-

1.3-

3.9-

1.5 •

2)

103 4

1O37

1O33

10 3 4

103 4

1O33

10 3 6

103 4

10"

c) in the order of 106 double-arm triggers were taken with the meson trigger;
this took from 8 to 20 hours depending on the luminosity.

When c) was finished, single-arm data as under b) were again taken before
continuing the accumulation of double-arm data c). The statistical error on the
correlation ratio, which is dominated by the error on the double-arm data, is
thus minimized, while the single-arm runs are still taken often enough, in view of
the good stability of the apparatus, to keep possible systematic effects at a low
level. Table 3,1 gives a summary of the data taken at ^ = 4 4 . 7 GeV, together
with the dead-timed (DT) and non-dead-timed (NDT) counting rates.
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3,3 Data taken at ^Js=62J GeV

For the running at this energy, Cl and C3 were filled with CO2 with a
threshold for protons at 33 GeV/c C2 was filled either with a mixture (50%,
50%) of nitrogen and neon, or a mixture (56%, 44%) nitrogen and helium with a
threshold for kaons of 27 GeV/c. The latter mixture was preferred in view of the
cost of the neon, but could only be used in a later stage of the experiment when
enough care had been taken to avoid possible diffusion of helium into the
photomultipliers. The double-arm rate, when a hit in both Cerenkovs was
required, was 200 Hz at a luminosity of 2* 1031 cm"2 s~'. This increase,
compared to the rate at \/s=44.7 GeV, is due to the fact that the magnet has a
fixed momentum cut-off of 5 GeV/c, whereas the forward particle spectra scale
more or less in x=p/pbcam. For this reason a "matrix" condition between the
counters of the hodoscopes HI and H2 (see Section 2.5) was added to the
trigger, requiring high-momentum particles of either positive or negative charge.
This trigger was essentially 100% efficient for particles with momentum above
15 GeV/c, independent of the position in the diamond where the interaction
occurred. In the early stage of the experiment, when Cerenkov Cl was not yet
available, C2 and C3 were filled with CO2 and required by the trigger to give
light. Data were then collected on n~n~ correlations, with a more restrictive
"matrix" condition than the one used afterwards, in order to investigate the
feasibility of the experiment. The data on proton-A correlations at this energy
were collected during a set of ISR runs at Vs=62.3 GeV that were interspersed
between ISR runs at yjs=f>23 GeV. Hence the Cerenkov and trigger conditions
used to collect these data were the same at both energies. In Table 3.2 a
summary is given of the data taken at \/s=62.3 GeV.

As a consequence of the "matrix" condition, the data on (+ve, +ve), (+ve,
—ve), and (—ve, —ve) charge combinations could not be taken simultaneously.
This makes a comparison between the different charge combinations more
sensitive to systematic errors, and also effectively reduces the efficiency of the
measurements. A limited amount of data were therefore taken, without the
"matrix" condition, to check these systematic effects and to obtain also some
data at lower momentum.
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Table 32: Data collected aty/s=62J GeV

Trigger Trigger Cerenkov
title type filling

s.a, mesons Ml+ CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

s.a. mesons Ml" CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

s,a. mesons M2+ CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

s.a. mesons M2~ CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

d.a. mesons M1+«M2+ CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

d.a, mesons Ml~-M2+C02/N2-Ne/CO2

d.a. mesons M r - M2~ CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

s.a. checks Tl (T2) CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

d.a. checks T1-T2 CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

s,a. mesons Ml (M2) CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

d.a. mesons M1-M2 CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

s.a. mesons M1~(M2~)-/CO2/CO2

d.a. mesons Ml~-M2~ VCO2/CO2

s-a. A A2 FC114/O2/FC22
proton-A T1-A2 arml:02/02/O2

Rate Rate
NDT DT
(s-1) (

6000
4700
6000
4650

46
36
28

42000
2500

14000
206

3400
12

2500
24

arm2:FC114/O2/FC22

150
150
150
150
39
33
26

150
150
150

10
150
12

150
22

All rates are quoted at a luminosity L=2-1031 cm"2 s"1 and
the integrated luminosity ƒ Ldt is corrected for dead-time.
In the trigger title, s.a. stands for single arm, d.a.
The abbreviations of the triggers are:

T: The basic scintillator trigger
M: T plus the Cerenkov requirement

for double arm

A: T plus the requirement of no light in C2 and the
multiplicity of HI and H2 greater than

+, ~: indicates the requirement of a "matrix"
between hodoscopes HI and H2

or equal
condition

to 2

Triggers
taken

1.0-10*
4.0'10*
2.8-10*
2.3-10*
5.0-10*
7.5-10*
8.4-10*
1,8-10*
1.2-10*
2.0-105

9.0-105

1.4-10*
5.7-10*
2.0-10*
1.3-1O7

JLdt

(cm"2)

3.4-10"

2.0- 1O34

9.5-10"

1.2- 1O34

2.8-103*

5.1-1036

9.9-1036

9.0- 1O32

1.2-1034

3.5-1O32

1.0-1O35

5.0-10"

8.4-1036

5.2-10"

3.5-10"
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4. DATA REDUCTION

In this Chapter some aspects of the off-line processing of the data will be
discussed. In the course of the experiment, about 1500 nine-track 1600 bpi
magnetic tapes were written containing some 4.4* 10" bits of information. The
final result for the long-range correlations between mesons can essentially be
condensed into a few words, showing the enormous reduction factor of about 10
orders of magnitude.

The off-line analysis took place on the CDC 7600 computer at CERN.
Three different stages in the program chain of this analysis can be distinguished:

a) Program APOLLO: This program reads the data tapes written by the
NORD-10S during the data acquisition, and reconstructs the trajectories of
the particles that have triggered the spectrometers. For the triggers used, the
program took on the average « 4 ms CP time per track and per trigger.
About 70% of the triggers of each spectrometer arm could be reconstructed
with an estimated reconstruction efficiency of about 97% per track. The
parameters of the reconstructed tracks and the Cerenkov pulse heights were
written to an output tape. The content of the luminosity sealers was
summed and was written in the summary record of the output tape together
with the statistical information (drift chamber efficiencies, etc.) available from
the track reconstruction.

b) Program MARS: This program reads the APOLLO output tape, performs
the particle identification, transforms data to the c.m.s. system, and
calculates cross-sections. The resulting buffers are written to a disk file,
where they are stored for subsequent analysis. The MARS program used on
the average 0.4 ms CP time per event.

c) Program CORREL: This program reads the disk files created by the MARS
program, calculates the correlation ratio, averages the data from various ISR
runs, and performs fits to the data.

4.1 Track reconstruction

The track reconstruction program APOLLO starts by imposing the following
conditions in order to remove events that will not yield a track:
a) One photomultiplier of trigger counter A must have fired, as it provides the

start signal for the drift chamber readout. |
b) If the hodoscopes are in the trigger, at least one element in each hodoscope 1

must have fired. |
c) The number of hits in each drift chamber must exceed a preset value. J
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320

ISO 300 340 380 400

Fig. 4.1; a) Check-sum distribution in DCS. The arrows indicate the cuts
made, b) Scatter plot of tt versus t2 for two staggered wires. The
correlation between the two drift times can be clearly seen. A small
amount of cross-talk is visible along the diagonal tl=

st2.

As the next step, the program starts by constructing unambiguous
coordinates (i.e. coordinates with the so-called "left-right" ambiguity removed)
from the recorded drift times.

For the chambers outside the magnetic field, the sum of the two drift times
towards neighbouring sense wires (i and i+1) in the two staggered planes is
required to be within 50 ns of the mean of the t .+ t i + 1 check-sum peak, as
shown in Fig. 4.1. The position of this window is different from plane to plane
in order to take the angular spread of the particle trajectories into account. For
the pairs of drift times t. and t.+| that fulfil this condition, the coordinate c at a
plane between the two planes of sense wires is calculated as

c = c1+L-i-vd r i f t-O.5-(t .+ , - t i)-0.5-L , (4.1)

where c, is the coordinate of the first wire as deduced from the optical survey by
the geometers1 , L=18 mm, the half length of the driftcell (see Fig. 2.9), and

' Special runs without magnetic field were taken to check the relative
alignment of the drift chambers. The analysis of these runs yielded
corrections to the chamber positions that were always less than 0.3 mm.
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v ^ the drift velocity. With this algorithm for calculating the coordinates, the

need for precise knowledge of the zero time off-set and the angle of incidence of

the track is avoided, as their effects cancel owing to the subtraction of the

two drift times. The drift velocity used was determined for each drift chamber

from the check-sum distribution and found to range from 5.21 * 10~2 to

5.17-UT1 mm-us-1.

1

A

'\

B

4

c

[i+2

1

D E F A

}
\
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X

Fig. 4.2: Division of DC2 and DC3 into six zones as used to construct

coordinates.

A different algorithm was used for the drift chambers DC2 and DC3, which
were placed inside the magnetic field. The repetitive pattern of the three sense
wire planes can be subdivided into six zones, as shown schematically in Fig. 4.2.
In each zone there are three check-sums or check-differences. Conversely, a set
of three check-sums or check-differences corresponds uniquely to a zone A to F.
As an example, the distribution t i+1 — t. is shown in Fig. 4.3. Clear peaks are
seen around —80 and +80 ns, corresponding to particles traversing zone A and
D respectively. Once the so-called "left-right" ambiguity has been solved by
determining the zone through which the particle has passed, the coordinate at the
middle plane is calculated from the three drift times. The drift velocity used
(5.0* 10"2 mnvns"1) was calculated from the check-sum and check-difference
histograms. If one of the three sense wires fails, it is still possible to solve the
so-called "left-right" ambiguity by requiring a check-sum or check-difference from
the remaining two. Because of this redundancy the efficiency for reconstructing
an unambiguous coordinate was very high («99%). The zero time off-set does
not always cancel in the calculation of the coordinates. However, as there are
some cases in which the cancellation does occur, the zero time off-set calibration
can be checked.
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Fig. 43: Histogram of the time difference t.+l -t. in DC2.

Once Ine coordinates are calculated a search is made for track candidates (to
be called y-tracks) in the bending (or y) direction, as it is in this projection that
the trajectories are best defined. This search is started from an arbitrary set of
three y-coordinates in DC1, DC3, and DC5. From these coordinates the
parameters of a trajectory are calculated in the weak field approximation, i.e. the
trajectory is a parabola inside the magnetic field extended at both ends by
straight lines with matching slopes. This curve is considered to be a possible
track if the following conditions are satisfied:

a) At least one more y-coordinate in the remaining two drift chambers is found
within a distance of 1.5 mm from the track candidate. The minimum
distance of the coordinates in DC4 to the curve constructed from DC1,
DC3, and DC5 is shown in Fig. 4.4.

b) The y-track, extrapolated to the hodoscopes HI and H2, passes through an
element that has fired.

c) The y-track lies entirely in the magnet gap.

If these tests are passed successfully, the coordinates are removed from the

list of coordinates and stored together with the parameters of the y-track. The

search is then continued until all sets of y-coordinates in DC1, DC3, and DC5

\ -'t

.''f,'.'

'1'
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Fig. 4,4: Minimum distance of the coordinate in DC4 to the y-track
candidate. The arrows indicate the cuts made.

are used. Next, the search is continued with the remaining y-coordinates as
starting values until all sets of three starting coordinates in any combination of
three modules have been searched through. With this search procedure, each
drift chamber is allowed to fail to contribute a coordinate to the y-tfack. A
maximum of six y-tracks is accepted by the program.

Next a search is made for track candidates (to be called xu-tracks) in the
non-bending (or x) direction. For each event with a reconstructed y-track a
straight line is constructed from two x-coordinates, and the coordinates from the
sloping wires are converted to x-coordinates using the y-track parameters. If in at
least two of the remaining four planes there is a coordinate within 1.5 mm from
the line, the coordinates are stored as a xu-track, but the search for other
xu-tracks belonging to this y-track is continued. If for a given y-track more than
one xu-track is found, the one with the largest number of coordinates is kept.
The search for xu-tracks is also organized in such a way such that any chamber
may fail to contribute a coordinate to the track.
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Finally, a five-parameter fit is made to the x,y, and u coordinates (minimum
8, maximum 11) belonging to the space tracks found this way. The five
parameters are the track origin (x0, y^ at z=0,. the slopes of the track at the
origin, and the bending angle B which is related to the momentum of the particle
by 0=Q,2998/Bdl/p(GeV/c). The fitted track parameters are written onto the
output tape if

a) the*2 per degree of freedom of the fit is less than 10;
b) the track goes through the trigger counters and through the active area of

the drift chambers DC2 and DC3;
c) the track lies entirely inside the magnet gap;
d) the hodoscope elements on the track have fired;
e) the track is consistent with the hodoscope matrix condition (if this matrix

condition was required in the trigger).

Table 4.1: Typical event reduction in the program APOLLO

N° of events from data tape
„ with the time reference counter

A not firing
„ with not enough drift chamber hits
„ — with no track found in the

bending direction
— „ with no matching track

„ with the fitted track outside the
trigger counters or drift chambers

„ with the fitted track outside the
aperture of the magnet

„ with*7DF>10
— „ events written to output tape

122543

1421
3827

18907
4262

3656

4806
3281

82383

100.0%

98.8
95.7%

80.3%
76.8%

73.8%

69.9%
67.2%
67.2%

The event reduction in the APOLLO program for a typical run is shown in
Table 4.1. Differences from run to run in the numbers in Table 4.1 were small.
If all events of a run are processed, an estimate is made of the drift chamber
efficiencies by calculating how often a plane did contribute a coordinate to the
fitted track. These double-plane efficiencies were found to range from 90% to
99%, depending on the plane and the running conditions. From these drift
chamber efficiencies, the efficiency of the track reconstruction was calculated and
found to be between 95% and 98%.

-I
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4.2 The momentum and angular resolution of the spectrometer

The momentum and angular resolution of the spectrometer have been
calculated for various configurations of the drift chambers around the septum
magnet. The results for the configuration of Fig. 2.4 are shown in Fig. 4,5 for
two values of the drift chamber resolution (0.15 and 0.25 mm). Multiple
scattering has been taken into account by a Monte Carlo method. For each
momentum, 500 tracks were followed through the spectrometer with a scattering
every 5 cm, depending on the material traversed (see Table 4.2). The Cerenkov
counters were assumed to be filled with air. It can be seen from Fig. 4.5 that for
momenta below 10 GeV/c the spectrometer resolution is determined by the
multiple scattering, while for the highest momenta the drift chamber resolution
becomes the dominant factor.

1.2

0.8

0.4-

R607 SPECTROMETER RESOLUTION

.T.

cfiamber resolution

multiple scattering"

25 305 10 15 20

momentum(GeV/c) —>

Fig. 4.5: Calculated momentum resolution of the R607 spectrometer for
drift chamber resolutions of 0.15 and 025 mm. The arrows indicate
'the measured resolution at 22.5, 31.4 GeV/c.

The momentum resolution has been measured for two ISR beam momenta
from the width of the elastic peak. Figure 4.6 shows a typical xF spectrum for
protons. The spectrum is corrected on an event by event basis for the 3%
momentum byte of the I3R, using the track origin in the bending direction and
the compaction factor. The elastic and quasi-elastic peak can be seen clearly. The
most reliable method for estimating the standard deviation of the elastic peak
was to subtract the inelastic spectrum as measured in double-arm runs. The
spectra were normalized to each other in the region 0.85<xF<0.9, where they
are rather flat. Typical resolutions measured this way are also indicated in Fig.
4.5, and seem to be consistent with a drift-chamber resolution of 0.2 to 0.3 mm
per plane. It should be remarked that during these measurements the Cerenkov

I
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240

1.06

Fig. 4.6: Single-arm proton spectrum corrected for the spread in ISR
beam momenta

Table 42: Sources of multiple scattering

Material

Air per 5 cm
DC1,DC4,DC5 each
DC2,DC3 each
Scintillator and wrapping (D,E)
C2 mirror and gas foils
C3 mirror and gas foils

1.6-10-4

2.5-10-'
1.6-10"'
4.1-10"'
8.5-10~4

2.6-10-'

counters were filled with gases heavier than air, namely FC22 at 22.5 GeV/c and
CO2at 31.4 GeV/c (see Chapter 3).

The resolution in the determination of the slope of the trajectories has also
been calculated this way and was found to be 0.1 mrad to 0.3 mrad in the
bending direction and 0.05 mrad to 0.3 mrad in the non-bending direction.
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4.3 Particle identification

This Section describes the identification of single particles from the recorded
Cerenkov pulse heights. Events with more than one track in a spectrometer (less
than 3%) could not be identified with this algorithm and were rejected. The
algorithm used is best described by an example based on the gas filling
FC114/COj/FCH4. This filling was used for the data taking with 22.5 GeV/c
proton beams circulating in the ISR. The momentum thresholds for n, K, and p
are shown in Fig. 4.7. Also indicated are the bit patterns C1C2C3
corresponding to n, K, and p in the various momentum intervals assuming the
Cerenkov counters were 100% efficient. A ëerenkov counter was considered to
have fired and to have its bit set if one or more photoelectrons were detected,
either with a discriminator at the trigger level, or with a cut on the pulse-height
spectrum in the MARS program. In only one momentum interval n, K, and p
correspond to a unique bit pattern C1C2C3. The five other bit patterns in this
momentum interval are "forbidden". These "forbidden" bit patterns can be
generated by inefficiencies of the Cerenkov counters and by spurious light
signals caused for example by noise, knock-on electrons (<5-rays), scintillation of
the gas, or the presence of other particles. In the other momentum intervals there
are ambiguities because a given bit pattern can correspond to two or three
particles. For example, in the interval from 4.8 to 9.5 GeV/c a K is below
threshold in all three counters and thus corresponds to the bit pattern
C1C2C3=OOO, as does a proton. From Fig. 4.7 it can be seen that for the
gases under study, a n can be uniquely identified from 4.0 to 16.9 GeV/c, a K
from 9.5 to 16.9 GeV/c, and a p from 9.5 to 23.0 GeV/c.
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23 .0
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bum
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Fig. 4.7: Momentum thresholds and bit patterns for Cl, C2, and C3 with
FC114/COJFCI14 gas filling.

At this stage two points need further consideration, namely: What is the
efficiency of identification? and: What is the contamination of a given sample of
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100

100 -

P(GeV)-
25

Fig. 4.8: Identification efficiency for n and K with the gas filling
FC114ICOJFC114. The contamination of the identified sample is also
shown.

identified particles?
The efficiency of identification, i.e. the probability that an identified particle

will register with the bit pattern required, can be calculated from the known
efficiencies of the Cerenkov counters (see Section 2.5). The efficiencies of
identification for n and K thus calculated are shown in Fig. 4.8 for the gases
under study. It is seen that the efficiency is constant and high, except for a rapid
rise reflecting the threshold response of the counters.

The next point to be considered is the misidentification of particles: for
example, calling a particle a K instead of a n, because Cerenkov C2 failed to
fire, so that the bit pattern that should have been 111 becomes 101; or calling a
p, that should have produced the pattern 000, a K+, because both Cl and C3
were fired spuriously, thus producing the bit pattern 101 characteristic of a K+.
This contamination of the sample of identified particles has been calculated (see
Fig. 4.8) from the Cerenkov inefficiencies and the known single-particle ratios
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from Singh et al. [4], and from the ratios measured in this experiment. To
estimate the amount of spurious light signals the response of each counter was
studied for the passage of a single particle with momentum close to the ISR
beam momentum. By the absence of light signals in the two other Cerenkovs
this particle was identifled as a proton with a very small probability (%10~6) of
being a n or a K due to the high proton to all ratio at these momenta. Table 4.3
gives for each of the Cerenkov counters the percentage of spurious hits. It is
seen that this percentage of spurious hits is smallest in C3 and highest in Cl.
Identical Cerenkov counters in both arms give similar results. The fast rise of the
ratios R(p/n+) and R(p/K+) with the relative particle momentum x to R«104 at
x=0.9, implies that the small probability of a proton to fire two or three
Cerenkovs spuriously contributes a significant contamination to the sample of
high-momentum mesons.

Table 43: Summary of spurious light signals in the Cerenkov counters
p Cl Cl C2 C2 C3 C3 gas filling
GeV/c arml arm2 arml arm2 arml arm2

30.5 10.4 10,1 10.0 11.2 2.3 0.9 CO2/N2-Ne/CO2

21.5 6.0 6.0 2.1 2.1 3.1 3.1 FC22/O2/FC22
15.5 8.5 4.2 3.2 FC114/OVFC114

The decays n-*//v and K-»//v, in which the fi trajectory is reconstructed in
spite of the "kink" in the track, are a small source of confusion because the fi
will be identified as a n or will give a "forbidden" bitpattern.

The particle identification algorithm required the efficiency of identification to
be higher than 80% and the contamination of the sample less than 20%. The
momentum intervals in which the n and K are thus identified are also indicated
in Fig. 4.8. It should be remarked that the conditions of 80% identification
efficiency and less than 20% background are only met in a small momentum
interval at the end of the interval.

In the runs with FC114/CO2/FC114 gas filling, a 101 signature was required
in the trigger (see Section 3.2). For this reason, protons can only be identified if
their momentum is above 18 GeV/c. As for momenta above 18 GeV/c R(p/n+)
and R(p/K+) are higher than 102 at this energy, the contamination of the proton
sample is very low (< 0.1%). In all other running conditions the protons were
identified uniquely by their 000 signature. Allowance has been made for
spurious light signals by including tracks with a 100, 010, or 001 bit pattern in
the proton sample. The efficiency of identification is then high (>99%) and the

I
%••

Ir
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contamination is low (<1%). The algorithm described above, with the criteria of
more than 80% efficiency and less than 20% contamination, was implemented so
that it could be used routinely for all Cerenkov gas fillings, where Cl and C3
were filled with a heavy gas and C2 with a light gas.

The contamination of the particle sample was calculated using single-arm
particle ratios. If, owing to the requirement of a particle in the other spectrometer
arm, these ratios change, then this calculation is no longer correct. However, the
result of this experiment is that such correlations are very weak. This justifies the
use of this calculation a posteriori.

The algorithm described above has the advantage that the efficiency of
identification and the contamination of the identified sample can be calculated.
This advantage is lost in an alternative algorithm based on a fit of the observed
pulse heights to the hypothesis that the pulse heights are due to a n, K, and p,
respectively. This alternative algorithm was developed to identify two particles
that traverse the Cerenkov counters of one spectrometer simultaneously. It has
also been tried on events with one track and was found to give nearly the same
identification as the algorithm described above, except for an improvement in the
recognition of spurious light signals.

The A0 was not identified by the Cerenkov counters, but by its decay
A°-»p7T. In Fig. 4.9 the effective mass spectrum is shown for two track events in
which the positively charged track was assumed to be a proton and the
negatively charged track to be a n~. The effective mass Mefr of a pair of particles
is defined as Mefr

2= — (pt+pj2, where p, and p2 are the momentum four vectors
of the two particles. In Fig. 4.9 a clear peak is seen at the mass of the A°(1116).
Cuts are applied at 1106 and 1126 MeV/c2 to define the sample of A0 events.
As the A0 is a long-lived particle (CT=7.9 cm), the background in the spectrum
can be reduced considerably by requiring the vertex of the p and the n~ track to
lie outside the interaction region. The mass spectrum with this requirement is
also shown in Fig. 4.9. It is seen that the background is reduced by a factor
«6 , while the peak is reduced by only «50%. The signal-to-background ratio in
this sample was calculated by fitting a Gaussian peak and a linearly sloping
background to the spectrum, and was found to be 12.6. To investigate possible
systematic effects, effective mass spectra were made for each bin of fractional
momentum x of the A0 used in the analysis and fitted to the curve described
above. The peak centre was found to be independent of x to within 0.15 MeV/c2

and to be systematically «0.15 MeV/c2 higher than the literature value of
1U5.69 MeV/c2 139]. The width of the peak, which is due to the spectrometer
resolution, was found to vary linearly with x from a=2.5 MeV/c2 at x=0.3 to
a=3.5MeV/c2atx=0.85.
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Fig. 4.9: Effective mass spectrum for neutral two-track events. The
positive particle was assumed to be a p, the negative a n~. Also shown is
the spectrum with the requirement that the vertex of the two tracks is
within 50<zv <180 cm from the centre of the interaction region. The
arrows indicate the cuts made.

4.4 Determination of inclusive single-particle cross-sections

The invariant single-particle inclusive cross-section

d3ff d3o
tav -

d3p pT dpLdpTdp

is independent of the azimuthal angle <p, and was obtained by binning
(histogramming) events in pL and pT . The content (5N(pL, pT) of a bin with
widthApL,ApT is related to<rinv by:
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E
„inv _ _ .

PT

where

(4.1)

lum

"tri
fi„a
fiid

*d«

fa bs

(Ldt AD A D _ Aio f. .f .E . .s .G.,
J *•**̂ L ~ T ^ dec abs tn tra ld

the integrated luminosity, see Eq. (2.7)
the trigger efficiency
the track-reconstruction efficiency
the identification efficiency
the correction for particles that have decayed
the correction for particles that have interacted
with the material of the spectrometer
the mean azimuthal coverage for the pL , pT bin.

The geometrical acceptance A<p can be calculated, for each event, from the
positions of the spectrometer elements, and Ap"1 can be used as a weight factor
for the above histogram. However, as the JLdt corresponds to interactions
occurring all over the interaction region, the Ap acceptance has to be calculated
in a way that takes into account the position and shape of the beams. This can
be achieved with a Monte Carlo procedure which has as input the positions of
the spectrometer elements and the beam shapes and positions, and as output a
table of the mean &<p for each pL, pT bin (see, for example, ref. 43). This Monte
Carlo procedure has to be repeated for each ISR run with different beam
conditions. As an alternative, an analytical procedure has been developed, based
on the following approximations (of which the first two are also made in the
track-reconstruction procedure). Firstly, the magnetic field is small in relation to
the momenta of the particles and hence the trajectory in the magnetic field can
be described by a parabola (weak field approximation). Secondly, the angles
°x ~Vxfoz aa^ ay = p y / P I

 a r e suffic>ently small so that a=sin(a)=tan(a). Finally,
the Lorentz transformation from the lab. system to the c.m.s. is such that
ApOab.) can be used instead of A«Kc.m.s.). The analytical procedure can be
subdivided as follows:
a) A "superdiamond" is chosen such that it encompasses all realistic diamonds

(see Fig. 2.2).
b) Maximum values of ax and ay are determined, such that particles with a x

and ay within these boundaries are accepted by the spectrometer irrespective
of the position in the superdiamond where the interaction occurred.
Effectively, this means that in the off-line analysis the instrument is made
smaller and of a more reasonable shape than the real spectrometer. As a
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result, some of the events that triggered the spectrometer will have to be
discarded, as they are outside the a ( , ay boundaries. In practice this
percentage is about 25% of the triggers.

c) The A<p of the reduced apparatus is calculated, event by event, from the
overlap of a circle and a box. The box represents the effective aperture of
the totality of the trigger counters and the magnet boundaries of the
spectrometer. In the calculation the origin of the circle is placed at the
"origin" of the event in the diamond (not necessarily x=y=z—0). An
effective shift resulting from the magnetic field (different for positively and
negatively charged particles) is also taken into account. A<p~' is used as
weight in the p L , pT histogram.

The analytical method has been used to calculate single-particle
cross-sections; this has been checked against the Monte Carlo procedure, in
particular to investigate the assumptions made. There was good agreement
between the two methods.

4,5 Determination of the correlation ratio R

The two-particle correlation ratio is usually defined in Lorentz invariant form
as the ratio of the inclusive two-particle density in the reaction p+p->h,+h2+X:

d6er a 1 2
i n v

(4.2)

to the inclusive one-particle densities in the reaction p+p-»h,(hz)+X:

inv1 d3o «V
P(P,) = E,- — (p,) = (4.3.a)

1 ó?a <j2
inv

P(P2) = È,- —(p2) = . (4.3.b)
<T..tot
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In formula:

a m

R = am ' (4.4)
o,inv •o2

inv

with o(Q( the total cross-section for proton-proton scattering, p,(p2) the
momentum vector, and E,(E2) the energy of h,(h2). Concerning this definition the
following remarks should be made:

a) With a two-arm spectrometer, R can be measured nearly bias-free,
as will be discussed below.

b) When comparing results on correlations from different experiments, a
common definition of the correlation ratio should be used. Some authors
subtract 1 from the R as defined by (4.4). Also, the use of a | 0 | as the
normalizing cross-section is somewhat arbitrary. Some authors use the
inelastic cross-section txinel, i.e. a |ot minus the elastic cross-section; others
prefer to subtract the diffractive cross-section as well. These definitions differ
from Eq. (4.4) by a scale factor of some 15% to 40%. The choice was made
to use <rtot because Regge theory predicts On—o^'a^a^ i.e. R = l with
ff(ot as the normalizing cross-section in the kinematical domain covered by
this experiment (see Chapter 6).

The expression for calculating «x12
inv from binned events is analogous to Eq.

(4.1). If we insert these expressions into Eq. (4.4) we can express R as:

R =
(2R lum),2

where <pn denotes the difference in azimuthal angle between the two
spectrometers. In this expression all the efficiencies have cancelled. For most
efficiencies this is trivial (for example: e id , fdec, and fabs), for some it is not. For
example, the tracking efficiencies would have been correlated if the combined
vertex of the arml and arm2 tracks had been used in the track-reconstruction
procedure for the double-arm runs. As this has not been done, e12

t factorizes

For a point-like interaction region, the &</>n acceptance factorizes into
^i2-^<piA<p2 and the formula for calculating R reduces to a ratio of normalized
rates:
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(4.5)
N,-N2 (ER,um)]2

In this equation it is implicit that for given h,, h2, and \/s, R depends on five
variables. The values for atot were taken from Amaldi et ah [40]. Experimentally,
formula (4.5) is of enormous advantage as the efficiencies and acceptances have
cancelled. However, owing to the finite size of the diamond, the acceptance does
not factorize exactly, and it is difficult to estimate how large the deviations are. It
is possible to obtain factorization by using cuts on the a, and a„ boundaries, as
defined in the cross-section calculation (Section 4.3). However, this causes a loss
of about 50% of the triggers, corresponding to hundreds of hours of running
time, and an increase in statistical error.
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Fig. 4.10: Correlation ratio for %+n* pairs at \]s=44.7 GeV: a) plotted
versus the horizontal size of the "superdiamond" and b) the horizontal
size of the diamond. No significant variations can be seen.

Two procedures, using real data, have been devised to estimate the magnitude
of the error made, if factorization of the A^n acceptance is assumed and Eq.
(4.5) is used to measure the dependence of R on the Feynman x variables
X I = 2 P L , A / S a n d xz=2pLj/\/s, integrating ovei pT , pTj and <pn. Firstly, high
statistics data samples on mi and pp correlations were analysed with different
sizes of superdiamonds, ranging from a point source to the standard size. The
resulting R(x,,x2) varied less than 2%. Secondly, the same data were analysed,
and only those events were retained that originated from the central part of the
interaction region. Again the resulting R(x,,x2) was independent of the size of this
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central part within 2%. Therefore, the systematic error introduced by assuming
factorization of the acceptances was estimated to be less than 2%, and it was
decided to use Eq. (4.5) for the calculation of R. Figure 4.10 shows some of the
results of this analysis.

The error in R has been calculated as

oR = RVilV-'+lV+Nj-1} « R-VNjJ, (4.6)

i.e. Gaussian errors were assumed for N^x,), N2(x,), and N12(x,,x2), and the
relative errors were added in quadrature. Even though most of the running time
was spent on collecting correlated data, aR is dominated by the error in
N,2(x,,x2). For small numbers, in practice only for N,2(xpx2), this Gaussian
approximation is no longer valid. However, as aK is mainly determined by
N,2(x,,x2), it is still correct to quote Eq. (4,6) as the error, but the extension to
confidence intervals should be made using the Poisson distribution.

4.6 The correlation quotient Q. Relation between R and Q

Instead of defining the correlation ratio R by dividing the inclusive
two-particle cross-section an by the inclusive single differential cross-sections a,
ando2, one can define the quantity

Q

S N . ^ x ^ E N ^ x , )

which will be called the correlation quotient Q. If the function N12(xpx2)
factorizes, i.e. N,2(x,,x2)=F(x,)>G(x2), then insertion into Eq. (4.7) gives Q = l .
From Eq. (4.5) it follows that in this case the correlation ratio R is given by
(setting all constant factors = 1)

N12(x,,x2) EN12(X1,X2)-I:N12(X1,X2)

R = = (4.8)

Since the double differential cross-section integrated over, say, the momenta in ':'j
arm 1 does not necessarily (but may) have the same dependence on x2 as does !
the inclusive single-particle distribution N2(x2) in arm 2, it follows that R f
generally has the form )}
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R=const-f(x,)-g(x2). (4.9)

The constant factor in Eq. (4.9) is given by

const =

In words, if in a given range of xx and x2 the quotient Q= 1, then the correlation
ratio R factorizes into a product of a function of x, and a function of x2, and
does not need to be equal to 1.

If, conversely, R(x,,x2) factorizes into R(x,,x2)=f(x1)"g(x2), then it is easy to
show that Q= 1.

It can thus be concluded that factorization of the double differential
cross-section implies that the correlation ratio R is a factorizing function of the
variables xx and x2, and that the correlation quotient Q is equal to 1.

In this experiment, both quantities R and Q were determined from the data.
The correlation ratio R was measured by dividing the data taken with arml and
arm2 in coincidence, by the appropriate single-arm runs (see Chapter 3),
normalized to the double-arm data by means of the number of "live" luminosity
events recorded (see Eq. (4.5)). The correlation quotient Q was determined from
the double-arm data above, by dividing a given element of the matrix of events
in x,,x2 by sums of the appropriate rows and columns of the mr-trix. In the
measurement of Q there was thus no need for relative normalization, since both
the numerator and denominator were determined from the same sample of
events.

4.7 Systematic checks on the measurement ofR

In this experiment, data were taken on correlations between mesons and
mesons, mesons and baryons, and on baryons and baryons. Of these, the me
data at 75=44.7 GeV were taken in 15 ISR runs, spread over two periods of
about five weeks. The n~n~, n~n+, and n+n+ combinations were taken
simultaneously. This provided a good opportunity to investigate systematic
effects arising from different beam positions and shapes, fluctuations with time of
the efficiencies, etc. The correlation ratio R(x,,x2) was therefore calculated for
each ISR run and compared with the values obtained from the other 14 ISR
runs and with the values averaged over all the other ISR runs. This comparison
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was made by calculating the x2 for the hypothesis that the matrices of R(x,,x2)

values were equal. In general, the #2/DF was around one, but bins with statistical

errors less than 1% gave systematically larger contributions to the x2- The same

X2 procedure was used for the iai data at ^ = 6 2 . 3 GeV, At this energy the

iCn~, n~n+, and 7I+TÏ+ combinations were not taken simultaneously, and there

were respectively 10, 4, and 3 ISR runs to compare. Again the agreement was

good, except in bins where the statistical error was less than 1%. The conclusion

from this x2 analysis is that the time-dependent effects are at a level of less than

1%,

The final values of R(x,,x2) at this energy were also compared with a limited

amount of data taken without the matrix conditions in the trigger. The agreement

in the x-range between 0.3 and 0.5 was good for the n~n~ and n~n+

combinations, but for the JI+TI+ data a difference of 8% was found, probably due

to a timing error caused by the double-arm matrix coincidence. Therefore the

data at ^/s—62.3 GeV were renormalized to the data taken without the matrix

conditions, using the interval 0.3<x,,x2<0.5. The multiplicative scale factors

used were 0.992, 0.998, and 1.08O for the it~z~, n~n+, and 7T+JT+ combinations,

respectively.

Inherent to the data is a symmetry, either in the Feynman x-variable (n~n~,

H+7t+ combinations), or in the spectrometer arm (7t~7T+). These symmetries have

been tested with a x2 procedure similar to the one described before. In this case

too, there were no indications of systematic effects larger than 1%. Therefore the

data have been averaged over these symmetries. For example, the final

correlation ratio R(x15x2) for the n~7t+ combination is the average of

R O ^ ^ a r m l **„* ) and R ^ X ^ T T ^ ,*+„„,, ).
These checks for systematic effects were routinely done for all combinations.

As a further check, the constraints on the events by the track reconstruction and

particle identification procedures were varied over a wide range. No effect could

be seen on the resulting matrices of K(x^ and Q(x,,x2). It has also been

checked that the correlation ratio R(x19x2) does not depend on the transverse

momenta or the relative azimuthal angle. Dividing the data into two bins of p T

or (pu produced, within statistics, identical matrices R(x.,x2).
i

f
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5. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE DATA

In this Chapter the results of the measurements will be presented, Most
results are concerned with correlations between high-momentum particles
produced in opposite c.m.s. hemispheres. Some results on particle ratios and
inclusive single particle distributions have also been obtained. The latter data
were analysed mainly in order to check for systematic errors and for the sake of
comparison with published data.

5,1 Inclusive particle ratios

Particle ratios, i.e. ratios of single-particle cross-sections, are for experimental
reasons more readily and accurately measured than the cross-sections
themselves. If data for two particle species sp, and sp2 are collected
simultaneously, then it can be seen from Eq. (4.1) that

8

6

4

2

0o

S(sp,/sp2) =
E2 N2

• R6f7 ..
a R607 Vs=62 3GeV
A Singhetal.vÊ=447GeV

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Fig. 5.1: n*/n ratio of this experiment at fixed polar angle as a
function of xF at \Js=44.7 GeV and y/s=62J GeV and compared with
the CULM data.

i
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Table 5

V

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0,
0.
0.
0.
0.

T

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

y

0
0
0
0

•/„-

X

263
288
313
338
363
388
413
438
463
488

i*/n~

X

163
188
213
238
263
288
313
338
363
388

X-Particle ratios SdiVv') and

ratio at v*s=44.7 GeV

SCTTVTT-)

2.
2,
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2240.

4540.
3240.
3340.
4340.
4140.
57S0.
7040.

04
03
03
03
03
03
01
01

8240.02
8940.

ratio at

02

Vs=6

S(ÏÏVÏÏ-)

1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2

.9040.

.9340.

.1340.

.0540.

.6040.

.0840.

.2340.

.4040.

.5440.

.5640.

09
11
12
11
11
14
07
07
02
02

C/ïï ratio at Js=44.

X

.525

.575

.625

.675

(48+2)•
(4642)•
(39+2)'
(29+3)•

II /

10-3
10-3
10-3
IQ"3

X

0.513
0.538
0.563
0.588
0.613
0.638
0.663
0.688
0.713
0.738

2.3 GeV

X

0.413
0.438
0.463
0.488
0.513
0.538
0.563
0.588
0.613
0.638

7 GeV

0.17340
0.205+0
0.243+0
0.28740

S<

3.
3.
3.
3.
3,
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.

SI

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

ÏÏ*'1T)

0040.02
0740.02
2140.03
3340.03
5340.04
8840.05
0140.06
1740.07
2040.08
5440.10

ïï*/TT)

6740.03
7140.03
7840.03
89+0.04
1240.04
1940.05
2840.06
36+0.07
6440.09
9040.10

f Ê

002
002
002
002

s(K/n)

X

0.763
0.788
0.813
0.838
0.863
0.888
0.913
0.938
0.963
0.988

X

0.663
0.688
0.713
0.738
0.763
0.788
0.813
0.838
0.863
0.888

SdV,,-)

4.440.1
4.840.1
4.440.2
4.140.2
4.040.2
3.940.3
4.240.4
2,940.4
4.0+I.J

3.942.1

S<*V„->

3.9+0.1
4.240.2
4.040.2
4.4+0.3
4.0+0.3
4.940.4
4.840.5
3.840.5
4.9+0.9
3.940.9

In this ratio the two most error-prone factors in Eq. (4.1), namely the Aq»
acceptance and the integrated luminosity, have cancelled. In the present
experiment particle ratios were determined from the n ± , K.*, and proton events
in single arm runs with either spectrometer. The ratios S(sp,/sp2) that can be
formed for the different particle types agree well between the two spectrometers.
The results for the 7i+/n~, K+/n+, K'/TT, and p/n+ ratios are given in Table 5.1
and Table 5.2. In Fig. 5.1 the n+/n~ ratio is shown as function of xF at a fixed
polar angle ( < 0 > = 2 8 mrad) for two ISR energies. It can be seen that, within
the errors, the x dependence of the fixed-angle it+ to it' ratio does not vary with
energy. The relative difference between the two sets of data at the two energies is
O.2±O.5%, in very good agreement with Feynman scaling. The data
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are plotted at a fixed polar angle rather than at fixed p T , bee use the acceptance
of the spectrometer is such that at fixed p T not the whole x-range is covered. No
pT dependence is observed within statistics, consistent with the lack of p T

dependence seen over a much larger range in pT in the CHLM data [4]. For
comparison, S(n+/Ti~) at pT =0.75 GeV/c from that experiment is also shown.

5.2 Single-particle inclusive cross-sections

Data on single particle distributions for TT+ and n~ are given in Table 5.3 and
Table 5.4. Figure 5.2a shows the pT dependence at fixed xF of oinv(pp-»?t~X) at
\/s=44.7 GeV. The cross-section has been calculated with the procedure
outlined in Section 4.3. The data of the CHLM Collaboration are also given in
this figure [4]. The errors shown are statistical only. Systematic effects should be
below 10% for both sets of data, and because of differences in the analyses
some of these effects are opposite in sign. Figure 5.2b gives an example of the
xF dependence at fixed p T . It is seen that at both energies, >/s=44.7 GeV and
x/s=62.3 GeV, there is reasonably good agreement with the CHLM [4] data.
This comparison and also the comparison of the n+, K+, and K~ cross-sections
shows that the spectrometer arms are well understood and can be used to
measure single-particle cross-sections.
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Fig. 5.3: Correlated and uncorrelated n~n~ events as a function of xv

The lines of the form (1 -x)* are drawn to guide the eye.

5.3 The correlation ratio R and the correlation quotient Qfor meson-meson
data

In the following the correlation data at Vs = 4 4 .7 GeV and \Js=623 GeV

will be discussed for meson-meson events. First inspection of the data shows

that in general the double differential distributions for x ,>0.3 and x2>0.3 are

not correlated, or at most only weakly so. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.3, which

displays the x2 dependence of correlated vTiC events with x,>0.3 at

x/s=62.3 GeV, together with the single-particle n~ spectrum. The similarity of

the x dependence suggests that the production of one n~ is not strongly affected

by the simultaneous emergence of a second n~ in the opposite direction. The
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flattening out of the spectra as x2-»l is real and is not caused by background
events due to tracking errors etc. Tracking errors can be estimated by comparing
the number of events in the x-bin O.95-»! with the mean number of events in a
0.05 wide bin in the unphysical region x>l . l . This leads to the estimate
(assuming that the background events are uniformly distributed) that about 10%
of the events in the bin 0,95-» 1 are due to background, whilst the background
for x<0.95 is negligible.

5.3.1 Correlations between charged pions at \Js=44.7 GeV and Vs=62.3 GeV
The TOT correlation data are shown in Figs. 5.4 to 5.6. Figures 5.4a to 5.4c

show the correlation quotient Q for 7i+n+, K+TT, and iCn~, respectively, both at
75=44.7 GeV and at 78=62.3 GeV. The data are displayed as a function of
the Feynman x of one particle at several fixed values of x of the other particle.
The dashed lines Q = l and the solid lines are predictions from the counting
rules for gluon and valence-quark exchange, respectively, to be discussed in the
next Chapter, Figures 5.5 and 5.6 display, in the same manner, the correlation
ratio R for. the same combinations of charges and energies. The following
features are observed:

a) The correlation quotient Q is consistent with Q=l over the entire range of
x, and x2 for both energies and all three combinations. The results of a fit
over the entire xp x2 range, 0.2<(x,,x2)<1.0, to the hypothesis that
Q=constant, are given in Table 5.5. For all combinations the fitted constant
is very close to 1.

b) The measured values of R are close to 1. However, R is not constant as can
be seen in Table 5.5, which gives the results of a fit to the hypothesis
R=constant. These values of R close to 1 are in sharp contrast with the
correlations observed between high transverse momentum pion pairs (shown
in Fig. 1.7), where R is a steadily rising function of m'=pT +p_ , reaching "
values around 104 at m'=9 GeV/c2 for incoming beam energies of
100 GeV to 400 GeV. i

c) The shape of the distribution in R differs for the different charge •
combinations. For n~n~, R drops as x, and x2 increase. For n+n~ there is •
an upward trend, whilst for n+n+ there is a decrease that is similar to the |
iCn~ case. The average of AR(xl,x2)=R(x,,x2;7r+7t+)-R(x1,x2

1,7C~7t~) over x„ J
and x2 is -0.0235±0.0020. |

d) Bearing in mind possible over-all normalization errors, the correlation ratio ;!;
R is stable against variations in \Js in the range 44.7 GeV<N/s<62.3 GeV, |
with the exception of perhaps the n~n+ combination. |

In order to check to what extent R factorizes into a product of a function of 'i
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Fig. 5.4: The correlation quotient Q for the 7i+7r+, n+n~, and n~iC combinations

at \Js=44.7 GeV and js=623 GeV. The data are shown.as a function of the

Feynman x of one pion at several fixed values of x of the other pion. The lines

are predictions from the counting rules.
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pion. The line represents the result of the fit described in the text to the data at
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Table 5.5: Average values of Q(n,n)

'y/s-62JGeV

Pair

n+n~

n~n~

n+n+

n+n~

n~n~

(GeV)

44.7
44.7
44.7
62.3
62.3
62.3

1,000
1.000
0.996
1.000
1.000
1.000

<C

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.001
0.002
0,005
0.002
0.001
0.002

and

//DF

1.10
0.94
0.92
1.04
1.01
0.86

R(n,n)

<

1.091
1.221
1.121
0.992
1.151
0.96

at

R>

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.01

' GeV

Z2/E

11
22
2.1
3.2
1.7
1.8

and

>F DF

223
221

207
214
217
239

x, and a function of x2, as it should be on the basis of the arguments presented
in Section 4.5, the R(x,,x2) matrix has been fitted with a factorizing expression
of the form:

R(x1,x2)=(a,+b1x1+c,x,2)-(a2+b2xJ+c2x2
2) . (5.1)

The #2/DF of this fit is better (1.5, 6.0, 3.9 for the 7Tn~, 7Or+, and n+n+

combinations, respectively, at \/s=44.7 GeV) than the #2/DF of the fit for the
hypothesis R=constant. The results of these fits for the data at >/s=44.7 GeV
are also shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6.

It is thus concluded that for the nn combinations considered, the correlation
ratio R and the correlation quotient Q are consistent with each other, and that
the double differential cross-sections an(n~,n~), an(n

+,n~), and o,2(w
+,ff+)

factorize in the variables x, and x2.
The results obtained so far raise the question as to what extent the

conservation laws of baryon number, charge, and energy-momentum may be
responsible for the observed differences in R(x,,x2) between the different
combinations of charge in the nn data. The phase-space limitation due to baryon
and charge conservation can be judged by considering the minimum missing
mass MM2 recoiling against the produced nn system (m is the nucleon mass):

MMmin=(2mn)°
p+p-Mr++7T+X
p+p-+n~+n~+X

Neglecting pT effects, the missing mass squared can be approximated by
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MM2ws(l-x1Xl-x2). Hence the requirement MM2>MM2
min results in

x, < l-MM2
min/{s(l-x2)}.

This formula shows that, due to the high values of s, the limit sets in only at
very high values of x. For example, if x2=0,9 then x, is limited to x,<0.97.
Therefore, this can not have a significant effect on R(x,,x2) in the range
measured. Also, the order jr+&+, it+iC, n~iC in which the phase-space limits
occur is different from the observed ordering R(7r+,jr+)«R(7T,;r)<R(7r+,7r).
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Fig. 5.7: The triggered n+ to n~ ratio S as a function of x for various
values of the x of the trigger % in the opposite hemisphere: a) n+ trigger
and b)x~ trigger.
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In order to investigate effects of charge conservation, the ratio of the n+ to

iC yields in spectrometer arm-1 can be studied in coincidence with a 7r+ or a iC

in spectrometer arm-2. This ratio S*(n+/ji~) is the quotient of the two double

differential cross-sections;

S±(x,,x2) = • (5.2)

At x / s = 4 4 - 7 GeV, where the data for the different nn combinations have been
collected simultaneously, this ratio reduces to the ratio of the number of events.
In Fig, 5.7a (Fig. 5.7b) the ratio S+ (S~) is shown as a functipn of x for various
bands of x^ (xn-) of the trigger pion at \/s=44.7 GeV, It is seen that the ratio
triggered with a n+ follows approximately the inclusive ratio but is significantly
lower than the inclusive ratio, while the ratio triggered with a n~ is significantly
higher. This trend is fairly independent of the momentum of the trigger pion and
seems to indicate a slight preference for the im system to be electrically neutral.

5.3,2 The double differential cross-sections for7t~w~,n+7t~andjr~7i~

The double differential cross-sections at pT = p T =0.75 GeV/c and
Vs=62.3 GeV for the various charge combinations are displayed in Fig. 5.8.
They have been computed using the measured values of R and the single-particle
spectra in the parametrization ainv(x)=Aexp{K(l—x)c}, which has been shown
[4] to give a good fit to the single-particle data. The parameter C is equal to
0.25 for jr+ and to 0.5 for n~. A value of 0.75 GeV was chosen for p T as it is
in the middle of the pT acceptance. For this value of p T : K(JT+)= 18.93,
A ( J T + ) = 4 . 3 9 - 1 0 - 5 0b/GeV2, K(TT)= 14.77, and A ( T T ) = 3 . 8 3 - 10~3 /ib/GeV2. The
solid lines in Fig. 5.8 represent crinv(rcpn2) for the case R = l . Over a range of
five decades in cross-secticn the data do not deviate significantly from the solid
lines, indicating that the differences in cross-section between the charge
combinations are determined solely by the single-particle spectra.
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Fig. 5.5: The double differential invariant cross-section versus x2 for
various bands of x, for pT =p T j =0.75 GeV/c,js=63 GeV. The solid
lines indicate aim assuming R=l.

5.3.3 Correlations involving charged kaons at ̂ 8=44.7 GeV

The study of correlations involving charged kaons is motivated by the
following points:

a) The single-particle data of Singh et al. [4] have revealed abundant K+

production at high values of x. For example, at x=0.9, pT=0.75 GeV/c,

a inv(K+)«2a inv(n-)«O.4(7 inv(n+). The K" cross-section, on the contrary, is

several orders of magnitude lower than the pion cross-section [at x=0.7:
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aim (K~)«2* 10~2<rinv (n~)]. Most probably this is the reflection of the quark
structure of these mesons. The K+, n+, and n~ have one valence quark in
common with the proton, while the valence quarks of the K~ are only
present as sea quarks in the proton. The study of correlations involving K~
and the comparison with K+ may reveal different production mechanisms.

b) In processes where strange particles are produced, the conservation law of
strangeness needs to be obeyed. This imposes an additional constraint on
the interaction.

c) If the correlation ratio is constant, one can ask which normalizing
cross-section should be taken to obtain R = l . Regge theory predicts a lol,

while naive probability arguments suggest the total cross-section for strange
particle production.

To investigate these points the correlation ratio R has been measured. The
analysis procedure was identical to the one followed for the nn correlations. It
should be remarked that the K+ and K~ samples are almost free of
contamination (see Section 4.3), but that the x-range is restricted to
0.45<x<0.7Q. The correlation ratio R for the four different charge combinations
7T+K+, 7t+K-, 7TK+, and n~K~ is displayed in Fig. 5.9, and the K+K+ and
K+K~ data are shown in Fig. 5.10. The data are presented as a function of the
Feynman x of one particle, at fixed values of x of the other particle. The
correlation ratio is seen to be constant and close to unity over the available x
ranges. There is not much difference between the various combinations of charge.
The average values for R are given in Table 5.6 together with the #2/DF for the
hypothesis that R is independent of x, and x2. For comparison, the values for
the nn correlations obtained in the same running period at ^s=44.7 GeV are
also given. The average values for R are nearly independent of the combination
of particles and close to 1 if a,, is used to normalize the correlation ratio. The
average value < R > = 1.57±0.10 for the K+K~ combination is about four
standard deviations higher than the average for the other pairs. This could be a
manifestation of strangeness conservation. A similar result has been obtained in
earlier work [41]. Table 5.6 also gives the average value for the K~K"
combination obtained from only seven events.

If the correlation ratio R is constant, i.e. a factorizing function of x, and x2,
then Q is expected to have the value one. In Table 5.6 the results of fits over the
entire range 0.45 < x K <0.70, 0.2<x7 t<1.0, to the hypothesis Q=constant are
summarized. It is seen that, contrary to what might have been anticipated, the
ffK and KK combinations show the same trend as the nn data, i.e. a correlation
quotient Q= 1 and consequently an absence of long range correlations.
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Table 5.6: Average values of Q
involving

Pair

JTK+

7t"K-

K+K+

K+K-
K"K"
7t+7t+

n+n~
iCiT

kaons

0.98
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.96
0.92

< Q >

± 0.02
± 0.01
± 0.01
± 0.03
± 0.04
± 0.08

ZVDF

0.70
0.43
0.66
0.46
0.70
0.44

and R at \/s-44.7 GeV for correlations

1.21
1.17
1.24
1.15
1.21
1.57
1.9
1.13
1.26
1.15

±
±

±
±

±
±
±
±

<>

0.03
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.10
0.7
0.01
0.01
0.01

*VDF

1.23
1.83
1.28
0.99
1.01
0.76
0.11
3.92
3.37
1.36

DF

60
74
87
57
35
11
5

172
163
167
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Fig. 5.11: Proton spectra in coincidence with a fast n in the opposite

hemispere for various values of xn.. The spectra are normalized to each

other in the region 0.82<xp <0.88.

5.4 Correlations involving non-diffractive protons

In this Section the analysis is extended to correlations between pairs of

particles of which one is a proton. The invariant cross-section for the inclusive

production of protons at fixed pT is roughly constant as x increases and

develops a peak due to diffraction dissociation in the range 0 .95<x<l . This

peak then merges with the elastic peak at x = l . Good and Walker [42] have

argued that quasi-elastic scattering, like elastic scattering, is a coherent process as

long as the energy loss of the proton is not exceeding approximately 10% of the
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original energy, i.e. as long as the missing mass squared recoiling against the

proton does not exceed MM2 «0.1s.

A meson produced in association with a proton with x>0.9 in the opposite

hemisphere is kinemaucally more strongly constrained than a meson associated

with a lower momentum proton. One may therefore expect that the correlation

ratio R will exceed the value one for x >0.9.

A practical point is the impossibility to measure the single-arm yield of

difiractively scattered protons with our set-up. This is due to the fact that the

elastic peak (smeared out by the resolution in x) is many times larger than the

broader diffractive peak. Thus R can not be measured for x>0.95, in spite of

the fact that in proton-meson coincidences the diffractive component can be

clearly isolated as the elastically scattered protons are rejected at the trigger level

by the non collinear positioning of the two spectrometers. The correlation

quotient Q is not affected by this problem since Q is determined from the

double-arm data only. Figure 5.11 shows the observed proton spectrum in

spectrometer No 1 in coincidence with a n~ in spectrometer No 2. The diffractive

peak can clearly be distinguished.

In the following the data on correlations involving protons are therefore

divided into two samples which are analysed differently. The first sample is

defined as protons with a Feynman x less than 0.95, and will be called

non-diffractive. In the other sample, to be called diffractive, x is required to be

higher than 0.95 and will be dealt with in the next Section. Measurements at the

ISR by the CHM collaboration have shown that at MM2/s=0.05 (x«0.95) the

production of diffractive and non-diffractive protons is of about equal size in the

t range of this experiment [43]. Thus the so-called non-diffractive sample

contains some background of high-mass diffraction. Similarly, the diffractive

sample contains some background of non-diffractive protons.

Table 5.7 summarizes the results for the various combinations of the fits to

the hypothesis Q=constant, both for the full x-range of the protons and for the

restricted range xp <0.95. The data with non-diffractive protons give a good fit

to the hypothesis Q=constant, whilst inclusion of the diffractive protons in the

sample gives a much poorer fit, as expected from the coherent nature of

diffractive collisions.
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Table .

Pair

D7T

piT

p;T

PK+

PK+

PP
PP
pA
pA

5.7: Average values
44.7 GeV

<C

0.988 ±
0.996 ±
0.987 ±
0.995 ±
0.94 ±
0.95 ±
0.88 ±
0.955 ±
0.991 ±
0,995 ±

>>

0.008
0.005
0.008
0.006
0.07
0.06
0.03
0.006

0.005
0.004

of Q and

*7DF

4.7
1.05
2.5
0.82
0.7
0.6
37
1.5

2.1
1.1

Rfor

DF

198
120

183
149
42
34
190
121

291
206

combinations involving protons

Range

xp<0.95

xp<0.95

xp<0.95

xp<0.95

*̂C\ OS

<R> ,VDF

1.14 ± 0.01 2.7

1.25 ± 0.01 1.4

1.37 ± 0.05 1.)

5.4.1 The correlation ratio R and the correlation quotient Q for meson-proton data

The correlation ratio R for the pn+, pn~, and pK+ combinations is
plotted versus x of the proton in Fig. 5.12. It is seen that R is fairly constant.
The average values and #2/DF of the fit for the hypothesis that R=constant are
given in Table 5.7. In particular, there is no sign of any significant increase in
the correlation ratio R as the proton momentum is increased into the range
where diffraction dissociation dominates the production process.
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5.4.2 The correlation ratio R and the correlation quotient Q for proton-proton

and proton-A data
The correlation ratio R for the pp and the pA° combination are shown in

Figs, 5.13 and 5.14. For these combinations there seems to be a steady rise
away from 1 if x p x2-» 1. Since for the pp and the pA combination the values
of Q are constant, R(x,,x2) should factorize into a product of a function of xl

and a function of x2. The R(x,,x2) matrix has therefore been fitted with a
factorizing expression of the form Eq. (5.1). This expression gives a good fit.
The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14. The fitted parameters
are for pp: a,=a2=1.48±0.02, b l=b2=-1.56±O.O8, c2=c2= 1.39 ±0.06,
*VDF=1.26, and for pA: a, = 1.06±0.05, a2=1.36±0.15, b, =-0.95±0.07,
b2=-0.72±0.27, c,=0.97±0.04, c2= 1.07±0.2,*2/DF= 1,51.

Proton-Proton Correlations

t
Q.R

0.4<X1< 0.45

{_ i AA»f

• * * *******

0.7<X1<0.75

X:Q

* * * * * * *

0.5 <X,< 0.55

• * * » * * * * * *

0.8<X1<0.85

0.6<X1<0.65

* * * * * * *

0.9 <X,< 0.95

0.6 08 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.6 08 1.0

—X,

Fig. 5.13: Correlation ratio R and correlation quotient Q for
proton-proton events. The dashed and solid lines represent the results of
fits of R to the factorizing function of Eq. (5.1) and to
R(z)=a+bexp(—cz), respectively.
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Fig. 5.15: Correlation ratio R plotted versus z=(l—Xy)(l—x^ for a) pp
events, and b) pA events. The solid line represents a Regge prediction
from Kwiecinski and Roberts. The dashed line represents the prediction
of Benecke et al. The energy averaged point of the CHM collaboration
forpp events is also shown.
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The data for the proton-proton combination are the only data of this
experiment that can be compared with data from the literature, namely from the
CHM Collaboration at the ISR [27]. The p T values of that experiment are
similar to the values in this experiment, but the relative azimuthal angle <pn of the
CHM experiment was 0°, while in this experiment p,2=180°. In the CHM data
no dependence of R has been found, within errors, on the c.m.s. energy, the
transverse momenta, or the missing mass recoiling against the two protons. In
order to compare the CHM result with the present data the correlation ratio
R(x,,x2) is plotted versus z=( l— x,Xl—x2) in Fig. 5.15a. For the x,, x2 values
used, z*MM2 /s to better than 10~3. Here MM2 is the square of the mass of the
system recoiling against the two protons. In Fig. 5.15a each point R(x,,x2) is
entered as one z-point. The energy averaged point of the CHM Collaboration is
also shown and agrees well with the data points of this experiment. The different
R(x,,x2) points appear to fall smoothly on a curve. This simple behaviour is also
present for the pA combination as can be seen from Fig. 5.15b.

This suggests that for processes with a high-momentum proton produced in
coincidence with another high-momentum proton or A in the opposite direction,
R(x,,x2) is not only a factorizing function of x, and x2, but' also scales, i.e.
depends on x, and x2 through a single variable z=(l— x,Xl— x2). The form of
both curves can be well parametrized with R(z)=a+bexp(—cz). The results of a
X* minimization are quite similar for R(p,p) and R(p,A), namely for pp:
*2 /DF=0.96, a=1.15±0.01, b=0.67±0.07, c = - 5 O ± 5 and for pA: *7DF=1.4,
a=1.13±0.01, b=O.71±O.O6, c = - 3 5 ± 4 . The resulting curves are shown in
Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 (full lines), and it is seen that the difference with the fit to
the quadratic factorizing function Eq. (5.1) is small. It should be remarked, that
the steady rise away from 1, as observed in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14, is essentially in '

the small z interval 0<z<0 .05 , and that the limiting value of R for z-»0, as
estimated from the last fit, is lower than R = 2 . Two predictions for R(p,p) are
shown in Fig. 5.15. They will be discussed in the next Chapter. ' j

For comparison, Fig. 5.16 displays in the same way the correlation ratio R
for the three ivn combinations at >/s=44.7 GeV. The data points for the 7r+7t+ ;j

and the %~n~ combination fall smoothly on a curve. However, contrary to the pp |

and pA combination, R seems to decrease with decreasing z in the low z region. f

This decrease, which is already visible in Fig 5.5, is in the same region as the . •

rise of R for the pp and the pA combinations. For the n+n~ combination the ,;j
data points do not fall smoothly on a curve. J

•0
•ft

•4
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5.5 Data on particle production in diffractive collisions

In this Section the long-range correlations associated with diffractive
dissociation are considered:

p,+p2-»pj+X, X-nn+X', m=n,K,
where p3 is the detected proton of high momentum. Figure S.I7 shows the ratio
of the production yields of K+ to w+, K" to n~t and n+ to n~ in coincidence with
a diffractive proton at \/s=44.7 GeV. The data are plotted versus
s(l—x )«MM2, the missing mass recoiling against the diffractively scattered
proton, at fixed xF of the produced mesons. These "triggered" ratios are defined,
analogously to Eq. (S.2), as the following ratios of the double differential
cross-sections:

<KK+,p;x,,xp)

p)

S (7r+/7r-pc,pt ) =

o{n ,ppc15x

These ratios have been calculated as ratios of numbers of events, since the data
for the different combinations have been collected simultaneously. The inclusive
particle ratios as measured at \/s=44.7 GeV at the same value of xF are
indicated by the dashed line. It is seen that the ratios of diffractively produced
particles have little dependence on the missing mass MM2 and are close to the
inclusive values. Although the spectrometers have a good momentum resolution
the error on MM2 is substantial:

<5MM2 söx 0.01s 20 (GeV2)
SMU^söx-* = « = at s=2000 GeV2,

MM2 MM2 MM2 MM2

so that possible threshold effects are smeared out. Similar results have been
obtained at other xp values. If, at fixed MM2, the particle ratios are plotted
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versus the Feynman xp of the produced mesons, then the points more or less
follow the inclusive particle ratios. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.18a for the n+ to
n~ ratio and in Fig. 5.18b for the K to n ratios. It is seen that the n+ to n~ ratio
in coincidence with a difTractive proton is slightly below the inclusive ratio. This
is similar to the effect of a n* trigger on the n+ to it~ ratio (see Fig. 5,7).

aoo

Q2-t

0.1

0.5

o o.5O<Xp<o.55 — -Inclusive!

» • • • • • • •

0 0.50<XF<055
x o.6o<Xp<o.65

_ ,nc|us|veinclusive

* *

tt4L.

o o.25< xF<o.3o _ _
x o.6o<xF<o.65

100 200 300
MM2(GeV2/c4) —

400

Fig. 5.17: Particle ratios in coincidence with a proton plotted as a
function of the missing mass MM2 at fixed x F of the mesons.

Although the particle ratios in inclusive difTractive production seem to be
very similar to the corresponding ratios in pp collisions, the x-dependence of the
individual spectra may be different, but cancel in the ratio. To investigate this, it
is sufficient to use only one type of particle. The n~ has been chosen, because it
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Fig. 5.18: Particle ratios in coincidence with a proton versus xF at fixed
values of MM2: a) n+/n~, the line connects the inclusive data points for
T&IIC in pp-*nX and b) KrliC, K+/n+

is easily identified over a large x range. In Fig. 5.19 the ratio of the spectrum of
diffractively produced n~ and the inclusive spectrum is plotted versus the x of
the n~ for various values of xp, at Vs==44-7 GeV and ^8=62.3 Gey. Both
spectra are normalized to the respective total numbers of events. This ratio is
seen to be consistent with one for xp <0.98, indicating that the x dependence of
the diffractive spectrum is the same as the x dependence of the inclusive
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Fig. 5,19: a) The ratio of the x spectrum of a dtffractivety produced n~ to the
inclusively produced n~ spectrum as a function ofxn. at various values of x at
\]s=44.7 GeV and \Js=623 GeV, and b) The same ratio at \Js=44.7 GeV for
two bands of xp for various values of the momentum transfer squared t. The
spectra are normalized to the same number of events.
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spectrum. For xF >0.99, i.e. for low missing masses MM2, a clear change can be
seen in the sense that a smaller number of fast n~ is produced. This change is
independent of the momentum transfer squared t of the detected proton, as can
be seen in Fig. 5.19b.

2.0

f 1.0

c

0

( >\
9

j \

4 K
1 t N

t

• • f

o & = 44.7GeV

x /s = 62.3GeV

• V | i ,
' Q* T 1 I "

!•* T i l i l i l ^ . i l l 1 1 L
• T ' Tt'Al MT ''fY ] T I \ 1

< 1 1 M
200 400 600

Fig. 5.20: The fitted power c (see text) as a function of s(l-x) at
y/=44.7 GeV and ^Js=623 GeV. The data can be described with a
simple model (full line), smeared out by the resolution. The dashed line
represents the fit to the data at yjs=44.7 GeV. The dash-dot line
represents the model with the fitted parameters at \Js=44.7 GeV, but
smeared out with the resolution at\Js=62.3 GeV.

This steepening of the spectra seems to set in at higher x at Vs=62.3 GeV
than at ^=44.7 GeV. In order to illustrate this the data presented in Fig. 5.19
have been parametrized with a(l-x) c for xn_>0.4. This parametrization gives a
good fit, and the resulting values of c are plotted versus s(l-x)«MMJ in Fig.
5.20. This figure gives the impression of a step at low masses that has been
smeared out by the resolution in MM2 of the spectrometer, which is different at
the two energies. To make this more explicit a simple model has been designed:
namely the data can be described by a step with height h at MMs

2. This model

IIt-
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is represented in Fig. S.20 by the solid line. This model, smeared out with the
resolution of the spectrometer, gives a good fit (*2/DF=l.l, MMS

2=19±4
GeWc4, h=2.28±O.O5) to the data at Vs=44-7 G e V - T n e result of this fit is
represented in Fig. S.20 by the dashed line. The dash-dot curve is the same
model, with the parameters MMs

2 and h taken from the fit to the data at
/̂s—44.7 GeV, but smeared out with the resolution at \Js=62.3 GeV. It is seen

that this curve agrees well with the data points at \/s=62.3 GeV, It is therefore
concluded that the n~ spectra become steeper after passing a certain threshold
(MM ) in missing mass, and that this threshold is around 20 GeV2/c4.
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6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The two main features of the data presented in the previous Chapter can be
summarized as follows:
a) In high-energy (\Js—40 GeV to V s~60 GeV) non-diffractive proton-proton

collisions of the low pT type in which each proton fragments into a
high-momentum secondary, the dependence of the two-particle inclusive
cross-section an

m (x,,x2) on the fractional momenta x, and x2 factorizes, i.e.
o12

inv is of the form a12
inv =f,(x,)<f2(x2). Furthermore, oI2

inv can be
expressed as the product of the corresponding one-particle inclusive
cross-sections, cr,2

inv =R«o,inv 'O2
im/om, with values of the correlation

ratio R somewhat higher than unity. The value of the correlation ratio R is
within errors found to be independent of the c.m.s. energy indicating that
012

inv obeys Feynman scaling.

b) In inclusive diffractive production the particle ratios K+/«"\ K~/n~, and
n+/n~ show little dependence on the missing mass MM2 and are similar to
the inclusive ratios measured in proton-proton collisions at ^/s-44.7 GeV.
The dependence of these spectra on the fractional momentum of the
produced particle is, for not too low MM2, similar to the dependence
observed in high energy proton-proton collisions.

A value of the correlation ratio close to unity, independent of the particle
momenta is in accordance with any model in which the interaction factorizes,
with the protons communicating through the exchange of energy and momentum,
but otherwise acting as independent, unconnected entities. In the next three
Sections the correlation data will be discussed in the light of the following models
for the production of high momentum particles: Regge theory, quark counting
rules, and the recombination model. The fourth Section is concerned with the
small deviations of the correlation ratio R from unity. In the last Section of this
Chapter the data on diffractive production will be discussed.

6.1 Comparison of the correlation data with Regge Theory

Regge theory is quite generally accepted as a description of two body
scattering. Examples of tests of the theory are the reactions n~p-*n°n and
jTp-Mpi, where thepand A2 trajectories respectively are exchanged.

Combined with Muellers optical theorem [44] the single-particle cross-section
o(ab-»cX) in the fragmentation region of particle a can be expressed as (see for
example [45])
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b—>—<-

a 3. 1

la) (b) (c)

Fig. 6.1; Mueller diagrams for a) the total crosa-section a(ab), b) the
fragmentation a-*c and c) the double fragmentation a-*c,b-+d

am - irH
ac(t,MM2/s)-^^«(MM2)aK«)>"1 (6.1)

where the summation is over the exchanged Regge poles, fifr1 is the coupling
constant of the Regge pole to particle b, and F(t,MM2) denotes the "blob"
function as sketched in Fig. 6.1b. In this notation the total cross-section is given
by

<7,ot(ab) = Z^-^h. sak(o)-. ( 6 2 )

Figure 6.1a shows the corresponding Mueller diagram. Cross-sections in the
fragmentation region of particle a for different incident particles b can be related
to each other, if factorization of the top and bottom vertices is assumed. In the
limit s-»a> Eq. (6.1) contains Feynman scaling and the limiting cross-section
corresponds, like the total cross-section, to Pomeron exchange, while meson
exchange gives the non-scaling contribution and indicates the way the limit is
approached.

To describe the x«l—MM2/s dependence of inclusive cross-sections the triple
Regge model may be used if the produced particle has kinematical parameters
close to those of the beam particle, i.e. high longitudinal and low transverse
momentum. The cross-section (see Fig 6.2) is then given by

°inv = gG..k(t)'(MM2/s)^0>-a
iW-a|W-j5

bB-(MM2)a
kW-1 (6.3)

where a(t) stands for the exchanged trajectories. A triple Regge analysis of
high-energy data (^=44.7 GeV) on inclusive n+, iC and K+ production has
been made by the CHLM collaboration 14]. The conditions for the triple Regge
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b
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Fig, 6,2: Mueller diagram for triple Regge expansion

modt. to be valid, namely s » M M 2 and MM2>>—t are well satisfied in the

CHLM experiment. This analysis showed that for x>0.7 (MM2<600 GeV^ the

data are well described by only one term from Eq. (6.3):

(6.4)

dtdx

The resulting values of a for the n+ and K+ data are consistent with the
corresponding trajectories deduced from lower energy experiments, while for the
n~ data the agreement is not so good in the sense that the measured x
dependence of the n~ spectrum is much steeper than expected for the exchange
of the A trajectory. This disagreement can be assessed better by considering the
ratio of o(pp->7r+X) to o(pp-Mi~X) which is given, inserting the N and A
trajectory as a = - 0 . 3 5 + 0 . 9 9 t and a=O.13+O.9Ot respectively, by
R(n+/7t-)=c(t)-(l-x)°-9 6-°1 8 t . In the t range of this experiment (at Vs=44.7
GeV and x = l : 0 . 2 0 < - t < 0 . 7 2 GeV2) this ratio is almost linearly falling with x.
The experimental ratio is more like linearly rising with x over most of the x
range (see Fig. S.I), suggesting that indeed no significant triple Regge
contribution is present below x=0.8. The more accurate n+/n~ ratios of this
experiment do show a tendency to flatten out or even to decrease for x>0.8.
However, the t-range of these data is too restricted to permit a remeasurement of
the shape of the A trajectory, so that no definite conclusion as to the exchange
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involved in pp-wTX can be 'jawn at this point.

Other single-particle data confirm the overall picture of triple Regge

dominance for very high values of x. Barnes et al. [46] have found that at 100

GeV the reaction w* +p-«r o +X in the n* fragmentation region can be

described by the triple Regge model for x>0.8 and an extensive series of

measurements of the reaction p+p-»p+X has been shown to be in good

agreement with the triple Regge formalism [43,47,48].

If each of the protons dissociates into a secondary (the corresponding

Mueller diagram is shown in Fig. 6,1c) then the cross-section o(pp-*cdX) can be

expressed as

ainv = £r*':(t,,MM,2/s)-r='i(t2,MM2
2/s)'(MM2)«'k<0>-1 (6.5)

This equation is the two-particle analogy of Eq. (6.1). In the limit s-x» the
summations in Eq.s (6.1), (6.2) and (6.5) contain only the Pomeron term.
Substitution into the definition of the correlation ratio R (Eq. (4.5)) gives R = 1.
Small deviations from R = 1 may occur due to the fact that factorization is not
exact or, at finite s, due to the presence of non-scaling trajectories [45,49]. The
average values of R measured in this experiment range from 0.96 to 1.25 if the
I ^ K " combinations and the kinematical range z=(l—x,Xl—x2)<0.05 for the
pp and pA combinations are not taken into account. Thus the prediction R « l
or ff12

a*<V<ty'fftot seems to be born out quite well by the data over a wide range
in x and a large number of particle combinations.

6.2 Comparison of the correlation data with Quark Counting Rules

Counting rules are based on the notion of equipartition of energy. Quark
counting rules have been proposed first for the x dependence of the u(x) and
d(x) structure functions in deep inelastic scattering (see for example [50]): the x
dependence for x-»l of the valence-quark distribution inside a hadron is given by
(1—x)2n~! with n the number of spectator quarks in the interaction. For example,
in ep-»eX two spectator quarks are left if one of the three valence quarks of the
proton (uud) is struck by the virtual photon, corresponding to a (1-x) 3 §

dependence as has been observed experimentally. |
Quark counting rules for high x, low pT all-hadronic reactions have been |

proposed on field theory arguments by Brodsky and Gunion [5]. In these 1

counting rules the x dependence of the single-particle spectra for x-»l behaves i

like (1—x)2""1 where n is the minimum number of spectator quarks in the f

interaction. The larger the number of spectators n is, the lower the momentum of I
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the produced particle will be on average and the faster the momentum spectrum
wil! decrease with increasing x. The number of spectators is dependent on the
exchange mechanism (gluon, valence quark or sea quark) responsible for the
interaction and on the two ways the spectator quarks can be counted.

d
u
u —'

d
u
u

L—.

d-
u

7K "i
Qs v

t._-.

ns

nv+ns

r2
=1

=3

nv
ns

nv+ns

= 2
= 0
= 2

nv = 1
ns = 1

nv+ns =2

Fig. 6.3; Diagram giving the number of spectator quarks in the
fragmentation p-*n+ for a) gluon exchange, b) sea-quark exchange, and
c) valence-quark exchange.

One can count valence and sea-quark spectators, based on the assumption
that the energy is equally shared between valence and sea quarks as proposed
by Brodsky and Gunion [5] and hereafter referred to as the B-G counting rule.
On the other hand, one can count valence-spectator quarks only, based on the
assumption that only the valence quarks share the available energy, as proposed
by Bobbink et al., and hereafter called the "Valence only" counting rule [51].
The latter assumption is more natural since sea quarks are known to have a
very small average momentum and can thus not contribute significantly to the
production of high x final-state particles. Figure 6.3 illustrates the six possibilities
(two ways of counting, three possible exchanges) for the inclusive production of
n+ mesons in pp-»n+X. In this figure only the minimum quark lines are drawn
and the number of spectator quarks is indicated for gluon exchange, sea-quark
exchange and valence-exchange respectively. The possible shape of the • n+

spectrum following from the counting rules is: (1-x)1, (1-x)3, (1-x)5 to be
compared with a measured spectrum SB(I- X ) 3 - 4 ± 0 - 4 for x>0.5 [4]. The
experimental spectrum is thus in agreement with either valence-quark or
sea-quark exchange and the B-G counting rule or gluon or sea-quark exchange

I
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and the "Valence only" counting rule. The other two possibilities are ruled out
as the experimental spectrum is not compatible with »(1—x)1 or w(l— x)5. The
measurement of the spectral shape alone does not yield an unambiguous answer
to the two questions: which spectators are to be counted and what is the
exchange mechanism.

u - - - - - —

:ht;

gluon «xohingt
ny 5 2 nv = 2

n, = 1 n, = 1
n s 3 n =3

••«•quifk uctiing*

n =2 n =4

v«ltnc*.qii*tk uching*

n =2
n.zl
n =4

Fig. 6.4: Diagrams giving the number of spectator quarks for the double

fragmentation of pp-*n+n+ in case of a) gluon exchange, b) sea-quark

exchange and c) valence-quark exchange

Table 6.1: The correlation quotient Q and the exponents a and 0,

characterizing the momentum dependence of pp-*n+n+X, as predicted by

the counting rules discussed in the text. The cases a=fi correspond to

Q=l, i.e. no correlations.

Exchange Counting rule a P

gluon
gluon

sea quark

sea quark

valence quark
valence quark

B-G
Valence only

B-G
Valence only

B-G
Valence only

5
3
3
3
3
1

5
3
7
3
7
3

1
1

4(z1
4+z2«)/{(l+2z1

4Xl+2z2
4)}

1

4(z1
4+z2

4)/{(H-2z,4Xl+2z2
4)}

4(z1
2+z2

2)/Kl+2z1
2Xl+2z2

2)}

It has been pointed out by Brodsky and Gunion [5] that the study of
reactions in which each proton fragments into a high-momentum, low p T particle
can resolve part of these ambiguities. To illustrate this consider the example
PP-*£+£+X. The diagrams for gluon, sea-quark and valence-quark exchange of
this reaction are given in Fig. 6.4. The resulting momentum spectra are

' 5
V"3

.,-3
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characterized by two powers: a 1 2 « ( l - x 1 ) o ( l - x 2 ) ^ , where a and 0 are related to

the number of spectator quarks in each hemisphere by a=2n,—1, 0=2n2— 1.

The number of spectator quarks and the resulting values for the powers a and /?

with the two methods of counting spectators are summarized in Table 6.1.

Identical expressions for a, 0, and Q are obtained for pp-*n~n~X and

pp->7r+7TX, For the cases where a&f$ the momentum spectra of the two

produced a+-mesons will be strongly correlated. The strength of these

correlations can be judged from the correlation quotient Q, which reads using

integrals rather than summations as in Eq.(4.7):

a,2(x,,x2) • Jdx, ƒ dx2au(x,,x2)
Q = . (6.6)

ƒ dx,<j,2(x,,x2) • ƒ dx2<712(x,,x2)

Inserting o , 2 = A { ( l - x 1 ) a ( l - x 2 ) b + ( l - x , ) b ( l - x 2 ) » ) } in this formula and
integrating from x = 0 to x—1 gives the following expression for Q (z=l—x,

C=(a+0/(0+1) . (6.7)

The two expressions Q = l and Q=4(z,4+z2
4)/{(l+2z I

4Xl+2z2
4)} with

z ^ l — x , and Zj=l—Xj are shown in Fig. 5.4 for comparison with the

experimental results on pp-«nr. It is seen that the experimental values for Q are

completely consistent with the value one (see also Table 5.1) and in strong

disagreement with the correlations implied by valence-quark exchange. The

results of a fit to the nn data, allowing for a mixture of quark and gluon

exchange, indicate that the relative fraction of quark exchange is compatible with

zero at the 10~3 level for each combination.

A value of Q = l , as observed in this experiment for all combinations

measured, can only be obtained in three ways: namely either with gluon

exchange and the B-G counting rule , or with gluon or sea-quark exchange and %

the "Valence only" counting rule. A further distinction between these three cases .'.;]

can be made by examining the x dependence of single-particle spectra. Figure 6.5 |

shows a summary of values of a obtained in a large number of experiments. The |

spectra are normally fitted over quite a large x range, x>0.3. Recent data on |

p-»p,A,A,A1520, obtained with the spectrometers described in Chapter 2, are also |

included. The data are divided into groups with the same theoretical value of a. !
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Fig. 6.5: Fitted exponents a for the momentum dependence a(m,«(7— x)a

for various reactions. The solid lines follow from the "Valence only"
counting rule, with either gluon exchange or sea-quark exchange. The
dashed lines follow from gluon exchange together with the B-G counting
rule. The dotted lines are the results of a new analysis of Gunion [52,
531.

The two vertical lines drawn for each category refer to the exponent a predicted
for the two distinguishable Q=l cases. The solid lines give the values for the I|
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"Valence only" counting rule, while the dashed lines refer to the B-G counting

rule. The dotted lines are the result of a new analysis by Gunion [52, S3] to be

discussed later. It is seen that the B-G counting rule predicts values for a that

are in general several units too high, while the predictions of the "Valence only"

counting rule are in global agreement with the data although with notable

exceptions. Firstly, the group mesons-»baryons with one valence quark going to

the final-state baryon seems to require a power a—I rather than o = l as

predicted. Secondly, the experimental values for the production of antibaryons

(A,p) are several units higher than predicted. This could be related to their

production in (p,p) and (A,A) pairs. Thirdly, one of the best measured reactions

p-»ft~ seems to be one unit higher than expected. This might arise from the fact

that d(x)«s(l-x)4 rather than « ( 1 - x ) 3 due to the SU(6) spin structure of the

proton, as has been pointed out by Farrar and Jackson [54].

u 1 nu= 3
d

(b)

Fig. 6,6: Pointlike a) and hadronized b) diagram for p-*n+

In spite of these discrepances it can be concluded that the exchange is mostly
mediated by gluons and/or sea quarks (with the latter possibly originating from
gluons) and that the available energy is distributed only among the valence
quark spectators.

Since the first results of this experiment became available Gunion [52, 53]
has reinvestigated the production of fast fragments. The conclusion of his
analysis is that these fragments result from QCD diagrams in which the required
quarks are produced "point-like" and which are the leading diagrams for x-»l
and that gluon exchange, in view of the result R « l of this experiment, is the
basic reaction mechanism. This "point-like" creation process is illustrated in
Figure 6.6 and contrasted with the hadronized process in which the sea quark
emerges as an intrinsic part of the proton bound state. The counting rule for
x-»l associated with this point-like creation is o ( x ) « ( l - x ) ° , a = 2 n h + n , - 1 ,
where nh is the number of hadronized quarks and n , the number of quarks
created in a point-like manner. For example, the fragmentation p-»7r+ will have a
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power a=3, the same value as derived from the "Valence only" counting rule.
The resulting powers for the single-particle spectra are shown in Figure 6.5 as
the dotted lines. In practice there appears to be little difference between the
"Valence only" counting rule and the counting rule arising from point-like
creation, the main difference being in reactions of the type n~-*p by one unit in
the power a.

6.3 Comparison of the correlation data with the recombination model

The so-called quark-antiquark recombination model for hadron-hadron
interactions has been put forward by Das and Hwa [3] to describe the
momentum distributions of the particles produced in the low pT , high-x region of
phase space. The basic assumption of the model is, as in the counting rules, that
the valence quarks tend to fly through with retention of their original momentum
fraction x. These valence quarks then hadronize by binding with iow-x quarks
from the sea. For example: 7t+=uds, K+=us5, A=udss,.... The basic Das and
Hwa formula to produce a meson with momentum fraction x is given by

oinv = A(pT)-(l-x)-x-1-JdxJdx2x1x2qi(x1)qj(x2)<5(x~xI-x2)(6.8)

with q{ the momentum distributions of the quark flavor i. The momentum of the
produced meson (say n+ meson) is x n + = x u + x a « x u . The spectra that are
computed this way (Eq. (6.8)) for n+, iC, K+, and K~, with various assumptions
concerning the momentum distributions of the sea quarks, agree well with the
high energy data of Singh et al. [3]. Computations by Erne and Sens for the q(x)
distributions as derived by Field and Feynman (and one variant) are compared
with the data in Fig 6.7 [55]. The mechanism of recombination can also explain
the relatively flat x-dependence of the momentum spectra of baryons as has been
pointed out by Van Hove [56], and the production of particle pairs [57]. A tacit
assumption of the recombination model is that the reaction is initiated by a
motorizing mechanism such as gluon or sea-quark exchange, which is consistent
with the absence of correlations between fast fragments as observed in this
experiment. It can therefore be concluded that the recombination model
incorporates the two notions derived from the counting rules in the previous
Section, namely gluon or sea-quark exchange and a reduced role for the sea
quarks relative to the valence quarks.
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FIELD FEYNMAN q(x)
C(qq\x)
C(qq.x),d,,a=Q)5(1-xr/x

Data J. Singh etal. Ref.1

0.S 0,6 07 08 085 QSO

Fig. 6.7: The invariant differential cross-section for pp-*n±X, K±X at
pT-0.75 GeV/c, \js=45 GeV versus xF, compared with the momentum
distributions of the appropriate flavours as derived by Field and
Feynman, and with the convoluted distributions of Eq. (6.8). Figure taken
from Erne and Sens [55]

6.4 Discussion of the small deviations of the correlation ratio Rfrom unity

The most significant deviations from R—constant are observed for the pp
and pA combination for z=(l— x,Xl— Xj)<0.05. In this z range R increases with
decreasing z, as can be seen in Fig. 5.15. In the same z range K(nn) does not
seem to follow this behaviour but rather shows a decrease with decreasing z.
However, the large error bars in this region, resulting from the steeply falling x
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spectra, make a precise statement difficult.

It has been pointed out by Kwiecinski and Roberts [58] that, assuming

factorization, the presence of non-scaling terms in pp-»pX gives rise to long

range correlations in pp-»ppX, which decrease with increasing s as l/\/s.

Inserting Eq.s 6.5, 6.2 and 6.1 into the definition of R gives for ab-»cd:

R * l + = 1 + cA/z. (6.9)

In the derivation higher order terms in 1/^s have been neglected and it has been

assumed that (1— x,), (1—XJ)>>(1—x,).( l—x2) . From single fragmentation it is

known that if the abc system is exotic, i.e. in terms of quarks is not composed

of a qq or qqq combination of quarks, then very little s dependence is expected

because the meson exchange terms cancel each other out. In analogy one can

expect a suppression of the meson exchange terms in double fragmentation if

abed is exotic. The only double fragmentation process measured in this

experiment that is not exotic is pp-»ppX. A fit of the data to Eq.(6.9) yields

c=O.O52±O.OOl, * 2 /DF= 1.07 at the average t value of - 0 . 3 5 GeV2/c4 of this

experiment. The resulting curve is displayed in Fig 5.15. The predicted value of

R is s dependent, which can not be tested by the data of this experiment. The

existing data of the CHM collaboration [59] are not accurate enough to confirm

or exclude such a s dependence (see Fig 6.8)

Apart from pp-»ppX all other reactions measured are exotic in abed and one

expects R to be significantly closer to one than R(pp). This seems to be borne

out for the data on R(ror), but not for R(pA) (Other combinations do not have

enough statistics in the range (1—x,Xl—x2)<0.1).

Benecke et al. [60] have proposed an independent emission model which

gives rise to positive long-range correlations. The model is based on a

bremsstrahlung-like emission of clusters and a multiplicity distribution that

follows the Koba-Nielson-Olesen (KNO) scaling law:

• Here n is the mean multiplicity and *P a universal function. Applying these

: notions to the case pp-»ppX, the authors calculate the correlation ratio R(x,,x2)

as is shown in Fig. 5.15 for x , = x r This prediction, which is independent of s, is

r in good agreement with the pp data and is not inconsistent with the

| s-dependence of the data as is shown in Fig. 6.8. The model can not be

\ generalized to other combinations of particles.
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Fig. 6.8: R(pp) versus s at fixed xtjc2 compared with the predictions of
Kwiecienski and Roberts (158], dashed line) and Benecke et a!. (160],
solid line). The datapoints at different energies have slightly different t
values.

6J Discussion of the data on diffractive production

It is well known, that the characteristics of the particle spectra in diffractive
collisions, e.g. pp-»pX, with X-«rX' and xp>0.9, resemble those of the inclusive
multi-particle production process pp-»X, X-»«X'. The yield of charged particles
in both reactions exhibits a plateau in the pseudo-rapidity variable and the mean
multiplicity of charged particles <Nch > depends on the available energy as:

< N c h > = 1.28-lnM2+0.89
for diffractively produced particles, while

< N c h > = 1.41-lns-0.8
for inclusively produced particles [47], These expressions agree both in slope and
in magnitude if the comparison is made at s=4M2, i.e. taking into account that
roughly half the total energy is spent on the kinetic energy of the leading
particles. As is shown by Albrow et al. [47] <N c h > for diffractively produced
particles is independent of s and t.
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The data of this experiment show that this analogy between inclusively and
diffractively produced particle spectra can be extended further to include the
relative yields of the different particle species (Figs 5.17 and 5.18) and the
distributions of the momenta of each species (Fig. 5.19) in the proton
fragmentation region, with the exception of the yields associated with the highest
proton momenta (x>0.99).

COMPARISON pp-»tfX and y p - r T X

T
102 -H-

10°

pp+Tf X (Singh eta()

Ï P * T I X (Mof f eir et al)
arbitrary units
all P r E = 93GeV

06 10

Fig. 6.9: Comparison between the Xjdependence
yp-*n~X.

in pp-*n X and

These features of diffiractive production are consistent with the absence of
long-range correlations in inclusive two-particle production and with the
power-law behaviour of the single-particle spectra discussed earlier in this thesis.
They follow from the notion of gluon exchange between the two incident protons
and from the quark recombination model.

It is perhaps of interest to mention that the similarity between particle
production in the proton-fragmentation region between pp-»X and pp-»pX can
be carried over to reactions induced by photons, electrons and neutrinos. Figure
6.9 shows yp-*n~X 161] in comparison with the single-particle spectra pp->7TX
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discussed earlier [4]. It is seen that the x-dependence of the cross-section is
similar for both reactions. Figure 6.10 (taken from Derrick "t al. [62]) compares
y, e, and v induced reactions. There is a striking similarity between these
reactions in the proton-fragmentation region.

t
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SUMMARY

This thesis describes an experiment performed at the CERN Intersecting Storage i
Rings. The experiment studies the reaction

p+p-»hx+h2+X (1)

at two centre-of-mass energies, v /s=44.7 G«sV and ^ = 6 2 . 3 GeV. Two of the
outgoing particles (h, and h2) are detected in opposite c.m.s. hemispheres at small
polar angles with respect to the direction of two incident protons. The remaining
particles produced (X) are not detected, The hadrons h{ are identified mesons

(xt+, 7i~, K+, K~) or baryons (p, A) with relatively large longitudinal p L and
small transverse momentum p T .

The aim of the experiment is twofold. The first aim is to study whether the
momentum distributions of the fast particles h. are correlated and thereby to
constrain the possible interaction mechanisms responsible for the production of
high p L , low pT particles. The second aim is to establish to what extent the
production of pions and kaons in inclusive proton-proton collisions (e.g.
p+p-wr+X, X=all other particles) resembles the production of pions and kaons
in diffractive proton-proton collisions (e.g. p+p-»p+7t+X, in which the
final-state proton has a momentum close to its maximum possible value).

In the first Chapter some general properties of particle production in high
energy collisions are mentioned.

The second Chapter gives a description of the CERN Intersecting Storage
Rings and of the detectors used in this experiment. In particular a description is !
given of the design, construction, test measurements, and operation of a system .
of drift chambers, of which four modules are located in a magnetic field.

Chapter three describes the conditions under which the data were collected J
and the procedures followed during data acquisition. >>

In Chapter four the off-line analysis is described. This analysis involves the J
reconstruction of the particle trajectories from the drift times recorded in the drift |
chambers, the identification of the particles using the recorded pulse heights from ;|
the Cerenkov counters, the calculation of single-particle inclusive cross-sections, *|
and the calculation of the correlation ratio R as well as the correlation quotient if
Q for inclusive two-particle production. |

In Chapter five the results of the analysis are presented. It is shown that the I
dependence of the cross-section on the fractional momenta x, and x2 is I
factorizable for all particle combinations measured except for combinations J.h

I
'4

•%
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involving a proton with a fractional momentum x >0.95. The correlation ratio R
is found to be nearly constant and close to unity, independent of x, and x2,

although statistically significant deviations are observed when z=( l—x,)«( l -x 2 )

is less then 0,1. It is found that the deviations in this range are identical for the

pA and pp data. From the fact that R(nn) does not vary, within errors, with s

between ^/s=44.7 GeV and 75=62.3 GeV and from the Feynman scaling of the ;

single-particle cross-sections it is deduced that, within errors, also the two-particle

inclusive cross-section obeys Feynman scaling.

The data in which h, is a proton with fractional momentum x p >0.95 show
a large diffraction peak at x « 1 . The ratios of particles n+/n~, K.+/n+, and
KT/TT produced in the forward direction in the hemisphere opposite to the
diffractively scattered proton are independent of the missing mass squared
MM2s*s(l— xp) recoiling against the proton and nearly equal to the particle
ratios measured in fully inclusive proton-proton collisions at high energy. Also
the x-dependence of momentum spectra of pions and kaons produced in
diffractive collisions is similar to the x-dependence of the corresponding
distributions in fully inclusive proton-proton collisions.

In Chapter six the results are discussed. The measured values R « l ,
independent of the fractional momenta x, and x2 and the combination of
particles, is consistent with the predictions of Regge theory. In the QCD model
of Brodsky and Gunion, the absence of correlation between the x, and x2

dependence of the cross-section for reaction (1) requires the exchange mechanism
to be gluon exchange. If a quark exchange component is present its relative
strength has to be smaller than 10~3. As a consequence the quark counting rule
for high p L , low pT all-hadronic processes, as originally proposed by Brodsky
and Gunion is no longer in agreement with single-particle spectra. However, the
more plausible assumption that the energy of the quarks is shared only between
the valence quarks, instead of being shared equally between valence and sea
quarks, leads to the formulation of a "Valence only" counting rule. This rule is ~

in agreement both with the single particle spectra and with the absence of :
correlations observed in this experiment. \

In terms of quarks and gluons the similarity between diffractive and inclusive J

particle production is a consequence of the fact that gluon exchange, rather than j
quark exchange is the dominant feature of high-energy, low-pT hadron-hadron |
collisions. In this sense the two results of this experiment, the absence of |
long-range correlations and the similarity between the "inclusive" and I
"diffractive" particle spectra, are consistent. |
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een experiment besproken dat aan de snijdende
opslagringen van CERN werd uitgevoerd. Het experiment bestudeert de reaktie

p+p-»h,+hj+X (1)

bij twee zwaartepunt-energieën: ^=44 .7 GeV en 78=62.3 GeV. De twee
geproduceerde deeltjes h, en \ werden gedetecteerd bij kleine hoeken ten
opzichte van de baan van de invallende protonen. De rest van de geproduceerde
deeltjes (X) werd niet gedetecteerd. De hadronen hi zijn geïdentificeerde mesonen
(n+, n~, K+, K~) of baryonen (p, A) met relatief hoge longitudinale (pL) en lage
transversale (pT) impuls.

Het doel van het experiment is tweeledig. Het eerste doel is om te bestuderen
of de impulsverdelingen van de deeltjes h. gekorreleerd zijn en daaruit af te
leiden welk uitwisselingsmechanisme verantwoordelijk is voor deeltjesproduktie
bij hoge pL en lage p T . Het tweede doel is om vast te stellen in hoeverre
deeltjesproduktie in "inklusieve" botsingen (bijv. p+p->7t+X) en in "diffractieve"
botsingen (bijv. p+p-»p+7t+X, waarin het uitgaande proton een hoge impuls
heeft) door hetzelfde mechanisme kunnen worden beschreven.

Het eerste hoofdstuk beschrijft enkele eigenschappen van deeltjesproduktie in
botsingen bij hoge energie.

Het tweede hoofdstuk beschrijft de snijdende opslagringen en de
detectoren die gebruikt zijn in dit experiment. In het bijzonder worden het
ontwerp, de konstruktie, de testmetingen, en het funktioneren van de gebruikte
driftkamers, waarvan vier modulen in een magnetisch veld staan, beschreven.

Het derde hoofdstuk belicht de omstandigheden waaronder de meetgegevens
werden verzameld.

In hoofdstuk vier wordt de off-line analyse beschreven. Deze analyse bestaat
uit de rekonstruktie van de deeltjesbanen met behulp van de geregisteerde
drifttijden, de identifikatie van de deeltjes met behulp van de geregistreerde
Cerenkov pulshoogten, de berekening van de werkzame doorsnede voor ëe'n-
deeltjesproduktie, en de berekening van de korrelatieverhouding R en het
korrelatiequotient Q voor inklusieve twee-deeltjesproduktie.

In hoofdstuk vijf worden de resultaten van de analyse beschreven. De x„x2

afhankelijkheid van de twee-deeltjes werkzame doorsnede is factoriseerbaar, i|
d.w.z. de werkzame doorsnede heeft de vorm o(x1,x2)=f(x1)'g(x2), behalve voor |
kombinaties met een proton met xp >0.95. De korrelatieverhouding R is vrijwel f
konstant en de gemeten waarden voor R liggen vlak bij 1, hoewel statistisch f
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significante afwijkingen optreden indien z=(l—x,Xl—x2) kleiner is dan 0.1. Deze
afwijkingen zijn binnen de meetfout hetzelfde voor de proton-proton en de
proton-A(1116) kombinatie. Uit het feit dat R(nn) binnen de meetfout
onafhankeiyk is van s en dat voor de een-deeltjes werkzame doorsnede Feynman
schaling geldt, kan worden afgeleid dat, binnen de meetfout, ook voor de
twee-deeltjes werkzame doorsnede Feynman schaling geldt.

De meetgegevens voor kombinaties met h, een proton met een relatieve
impuls xp groter dan 0.95 vertonen de karakteristieke diffractie piek bij x = l . De
verhouding van de werkzame doorsneden voor n+/n~, K+/7t+, en K.~/n~,

geproduceerd in de voorwaartse richting in het hemisfeer tegenover het diffractief
verstrooide proton zijn onafhankelijk van de missende massa M M 2 « ( l - x p ) en
vrijwel gelijk aan de deeltjes verhoudingen zoals die gemeten zijn in inklusieve
proton-proton botsingen by hoge energie. Ook de vorm van de spectra is gelijk
aan de vorm van de overeenkomstige spectra in proton-proton botsingen.

In hoofdstuk zes worden de meetgegevens besproken. Het resultaat R « l ,
onafhankelijk van de fractionele impulsen x, en x2 en de kombinatie van deeltjes,
is in overeenstemming met de Regge theorie. In het QCD model van Brodsky
en Gunion betekent de afwezigheid van korrelatie tussen de x, en x2

afhankelijkheid van de werkzame doorsnede, dat gluonen uitgewisseld worden.
Indien een quark uitwisseling aanwezig is moet de relatieve sterkte kleiner zijn
dan 10~\ Tengevolge van de uitwisseling van gluonen zijn de telregels voor hoge
p L , lage pT processen, zoals opgesteld door Brodsky en Gunion, niet langer in
overeenstemming met de e'en-deeltjesspectra. De meer plausibele veronderstelling
dat de energie alleen herverdeeld wordt onder de valentie quarks leidt tot een
nieuwe telregel waarin alleen de valentie quarks geteld worden. Deze regel is in
overeenstemming zowel met de één-deeltjes spectra als met de afwezigheid van
korrelaties.

In de terminologie van quarks en gluonen is de overeenkomst tussen
"difFractieve" en "inklasieve" deeltjesproductie een gevolg van het feit dat de
uitwisseling van gluonen, en niet van quarks, domineert in lage p T

hadron-hadron botsingen bij hoge energie. In dit opzicht zijn de twee resultaten
van dit experiment, de afwezigheid van korrelaties en de overeenkomst tussen
"inklusieve" en "diffractieve" deeltjesspectra, met elkaar in overeenstemming.
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